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ABSTRACT
EMISSION LINE DIAGNOSTICS OF MAGNETOSPHERIC ACCRETION IN
YOUNG STELLAR OBJECTS
SEPTEMBER 2000
JAMES C. MUZEROLLE, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Suzan Edwards
This thesis seeks to explain the nature of line emission observed in young stellar
objects, and to use the lines as diagnostics of the accretion process that is central to
star formation. We maintain that the bulk of permitted line emission is produced in
free-falling gas streams formed via magnetically-mediated accretion from circumstel-
lar disks. Radiative transfer models of magnetospheric accretion have been calculated,
and predicted line profiles exhibit characteristic central peaks, blueward asymmetries,
and occasional redshifted absorption components. Model Balmer line fluxes are in
good agreement with T Tauri star observations. We present line profile observations
of T Tauri stars spanning a range of accretion activity, and show that many optical
atomic lines, such as Na I, O I, and Ca II, are qualitatively similar to the models. We
find that several emission lines, such as the Ca II infrared triplet and Br7, are well-
correlated in luminosity with the accretion luminosity in T Tauri stars, and hence
can be used as alternate calibrators of the accretion rate. We use the Br7 calibrator
to determine accretion luminosities in optically invisible embedded protostars for the
first time. The results show that protostellar accretion luminosities are only ~ 10% of
their bolometric luminosities, which indicates that accretion rates are on average only
viii
a factor of ten larger than in the older, optically visible T Tauri stars. We present
more detailed models treating additional effects such as line damping and rotation,
and show specific comparisons to well-studied T Tauri stars. Damping wings can
account for the significant high-velocity emission at Ho>, and produce larger Balmer
decrements in better agreement with observations. Line profiles are not significantly
affected by rotation at typical T Tauri rates. Using an extensive grid of models and
detailed comparisons to observations, we are able to tightly constrain gas temper-
atures, and to some extent the magnetospheric geometry. In order to explain the
empirical correlations between emission line strength and accretion luminosity, the
size of the emitting region must be correlated with the accretion rate. Finally, we
present models of Ha profiles and the UV/optical spectral energy distributions for
two 10 Myr-old T Tauri stars in the TW Hya association. We find that the accretion
rates for these stars are over one order of magnitude smaller than the mean rate for
the 1 Myr T Tauri stars, indicating significant disk evolution over this time period.
ix
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Young Stellar Objects and the Low-Mass Star Formation Paradigm
The past twenty years have witnessed a significant advancement of our under-
standing of low-mass star formation. In the paradigm that has been established, a
molecular cloud core becomes unstable to its own gravity, and begins to collapse.
Initially, low-angular momentum material falls directly to the center, forming a pro-
tostellar object; material with higher angular momentum collapses to form a rotating
circumstellar disk around the central protostar. Infall onto the disk continues un-
til the surrounding envelope dissipates. The central star becomes optically visible,
and continues to accrete from its disk for several million years until the disk itself
dissipates, perhaps due to dust particles coagulating into larger pre-planetary bodies.
The evolutionary sequence described by this picture has provided a physical frame-
work (e.g. Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987) which explains general observed properties
of young stars still in the process of forming (i.e., young stellar objects, or YSOs).
The youngest objects ("Class I", or embedded protostars) are optically invisible due
to the obscuration of the infalling envelope that surrounds the central protostar and
disk. Observed Class I objects have a spectral energy distribution which rises in the
near-infrared and peaks around 60 ^m, due to reprocessing of light from the central
protostar and accretion disk by the infalling envelope. After a few xlO5 years, infall
ceases and the central object ("Class II") becomes an optically visible star surrounded
by an optically thick accretion disk. These are the classical T Tauri stars (hereafter,
CTTS), which exhibit significant infrared continuum excesses produced by stellar ir-
radiation and viscous accretion in circumstellar disks. At some point, the star stops
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accreting altogether, and the disk becomes optically thin and no longer observable in
the near-infrared (so-called weak T Tauri stars; hereafter, WTTS).
However, many of the details of the low-mass star formation paradigm are still
being debated, and important questions remain unanswered. Among the issues with
which this thesis is concerned: What are the detailed physical mechanisms of accretion
onto young stars? How exactly do stars attain their final mass, and at which stage in
their formation does most of the mass accrete: the initial collapse, or disk accretion
in the Class I and Class II phases? What are the disk mass accretion rates, and how
do they vary with evolutionary phase? Can we obtain evidence of disk evolution, and
if so, how is it characterized? The last question in particular is not only germane to
star formation, but is also crucial to our understanding of the formation of planets.
In order to answer these questions, we must have a firm understanding of the detailed
accretion processes which govern both the growth of young stars and the evolution
of their circumstellar disks.
1.2 T Tauri Stars
Perhaps the most comprehensively studied low-mass young stellar objects, owing
to their optical visibility, are the T Tauri stars. These objects were originally defined
as a class by Joy (1945) based on their peculiar variability and emission-line spectra,
and subsequently identified as young stars still contracting towards the main sequence
(Herbig 1962). Indicators of youth include: association with dark clouds, nebulosity,
open clusters, and young O/B stars; strong Li absorption; and position in the HR
diagram well above the main sequence, with modern pre-main sequence evolutionary
tracks giving ages of ~ 1 — 3 Myr in established sites of star formation such as Taurus
and the Orion Nebula Cluster.
The T Tauri class has been further subdivided into the CTTS and WTTS, ini-
tially based on the strength of Ha emission. We now know that this separation is in
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fact a physical one representing young stars of approximately the same age that are
either actively accreting from circnnistellar disks (CTTS). or quiescent with absent or
passive disks (WTTS). CTTS exhibit large infrared continuum excesses, with lumi-
nosities and spectral indices consistent with the presence of optically thick irradiated
accretion disks (e.g., Kenyon & Hartn.ann 1987; Meyer, Calvet, & Hillenbrand L997;
D'Alessio et al. 1999), while WTTS show no such excess or, in a few cases, optically
thin dust emission (Edwards et al. 1993; Meyer et al. 1997; Jayawardhana et al.
1999b; Duvert et al. 2000). CTTS also exhibit UV and optical continuum excesses
("veiling"), originally thought to be a result of a boundary layer interface between
the disk rotating at Keplerian velocities and the more slowly rotating stellar surface
(Kenyon k Hartmann 1987; Bertout et al. 1988).
Furthermore, CTTS display a wide array of atomic hydrogen and metallic per-
mitted and forbidden emission lines. While the forbidden emission has consistently
been ascribed to winds with relatively strong mass loss (Jankovics, Appenzeller, k
Krautter 1983; Edwards et al. 1987; Cabrit et al. 1990; Hartigan, Edwards, k Chan-
dour 1995), the origin of the permitted emission has long been debated. Previous
efforts have alternately appealed to models of enhanced chromospheric activity (I let-
big 1970; Calvet et al. 1984; Calvet et al. 1985), winds (Kuhi 1964; Hartmann et
al. 1982; Hartmann et al. 1990; Natta k Giovanardi 1990; Calvet et al. 1992),
or turbulence in a boundary layer between the stellar surface and an accretion disk
(Bertout et al. 1988; Basri k Bertout 1989). However, none of these models has
been able to adequately explain the observed line luminosities and profiles. The line
profiles in particular have seemingly defied explanation. All CTTS permitted lines
exhibit FWHM ~ several hundred km s" 1
,
indicating large scale gas flows; many
show blueshifted absorption components indicat ing a wind, but just as many are sym-
metric, and some display inverse. P Cygni features indicative of infalling material -
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sometimes simultaneously with wind absorption (Walker 1972; Appenzeller & Wolf
1977; Edwards 1979; Hamann & Persson 1992; Edwards et al. 1994).
More recently, detections of periodicity in the variability of both CTTS and WTTS
enabled a study of their rotational behavior. Edwards et al. (1993) and Bouvier et
al. (1993) found a distinct separation in periods between those stars with accretion
signatures and those without (for a sample of TTS in the Taurus-Auriga star-forming
region), with WTTS rotating faster on average than CTTS. These results suggested
that the presence of a circumstellar accretion disk somehow served to regulate the
stellar rotation rate, preventing the star from spinning up as it contracted towards
the main sequence and accreted high angular momentum material from the disk; once
the disk dissipated (the WTTS phase), the star was then free to spin up. Among
the mechanisms envisioned to enable angular momentum regulation, magnetospheric
accretion has become the dominant paradigm.
1.3 Magnetospheric Accretion
The concept of magnetically-controlled accretion in CTTS was first invoked by
Uchida & Shibata (1985), Camenzind (1990), and Konigl (1991), adapting the ac-
creting neutron star model of Ghosh & Lamb (1979), as a means of regulating the
stellar rotation rate. In the Ghosh & Lamb model, stellar magnetic field lines thread-
ing the disk at or inside the corotation radius channel the accretion flow to the star,
while field lines anchored to the disk outside of corotation provide a braking torque
which balances the spinup caused by accretion. More recently, Shu et al. (1994)
presented a somewhat different scenario, where the stellar magnetic field couples to
the disk exactly at corotation; disk material just inside gets accreted, and material
just outside is flung magnetocentrifugally away from the star, carrying off the excess
angular momentum. In either case, the net result is that the star rotates at the Kep-
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lerian velocity of the disk near the truncation point, and disk gas falls onto the star
via magnetic field lines.
Magnetospheric accretion has provided a framework for understanding many other
phenomena observed in CTTS, including variability, the UV excess, and inverse P
Cygni infall signatures. Supporting evidence includes the recent detections of strong
IkG) magnetic fields in the CTTS BP Tau (Johns-Krull et al. 1999; Johns-
Krull, Valenti, & Koresko 1999), of the order required by theory to disrupt the inner
disk. Recent detailed models of the accretion shock, formed as material falling along
magnetic field lines hits the surface of the star, have successfully accounted for both
the luminosity and spectral slope of the hot continuum excess (Calvet & Gullbring
1998; Gullbring et al. 2000). The hot accretion shock can also explain photometric
variability in CTTS, as hot spots from nonaxisymmetric accretion rotate with the
star (Kenyon et al. 1994; Bouvier et al. 1999). Most importantly, for the purpose of
this thesis, the free-fall of gas along magnetic field lines naturally explains the large
line widths and redshifted absorption components of the permitted emission lines.
Initial models of magnetospheric accretion (Calvet & Hartmann 1992; Hartmann.
Hewett, & Calvet 1994, hereafter HHC) have been able to reproduce qualitatively
some of the CTTS line profile characteristics, such as blueshifted emission peaks,
blueward line asymmetries, and redshifted absorption components. However, more
rigorous treatments are required to quantitatively explain the full range of emission
line behavior, which, as mentioned previously, can be quite complex.
1.4 Overview of Thesis
In an attempt to address some of the issues posed in the first section, this thesis
seeks to quantify the line emission in young stars, and use the lines as diagnostics
of accretion. The first goal is to firmly establish that the bulk of the permitted line
emission in CTTS indeed forms in magnetospheric accretion flows, and to determine
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the physical conditions present in the flows. The tool used to accomplish this is a
detailed radiative transfer treatment of the magnetosphere, calculating synthetic line
profiles with which to compare to observations. The second goal is to investigate
whether any emission lines can be used as calibrators of the accretion rate, with
a wider range of applicability than standard methods. Emission line calibrators can
then be used to determine accretion rates for a wide variety of young objects, allowing
studies of disk evolution and accretion over the entire span of the pre-main sequence
phase of stellar evolution.
In Chapter 2, we describe the radiative transfer treatment for hydrogen, using
an extended Sobolev method with a multi-level statistical equilibrium calculation.
Line fluxes for various hydrogen lines are calculated and compared to observations of
Taurus CTTS, showing good agreement. We determine some tentative constraints of
the gas temperature, and indicate that a treatment of line broadening is necessary to
explain broad line wings observed in very optically thick lines.
Chapter 3 presents observations of optical line profiles of CTTS spanning a wide
range of accretion activity. We show that many less optically thick lines such as O
I, Na I, and Ca II exhibit profiles free of wind absorption seen in the more optically
thick Balmer lines, and often show redshifted absorption components indicating infall.
Some preliminary line profile models of different atomic species are in good agreement
with the CTTS BP Tau. We also find that the Ca II infrared triplet is well-correlated
with accretion activity, making these features good candidates for accretion rate cal-
ibrators. We further explore potential calibrators in Chapter 4, where we present
low-resolution spectra of the infrared lines Pa/3 and Br7 in a sample of CTTS again
spanning a wide range of accretion rates. Both of these lines arc tightly correlated
in luminosity with the accretion luminosity (as determined from the UV continuum
excess). We then use the calibration with previously published observations of Br7 to
obtain the first quantitative estimates of disk accretion luminosities in Class I objects,
and find that they are not significantly larger (by at most an order of magnitude)
than in the older Class II objects. These results imply that the bulk of the mass of
protostars is accreted via periodic FU Ori-type outbursts, where the disk accretion
rate increases dramatically to 1(T 4 M^r" 1 or more due to thermal or gravitational
instabilities in an accretion disk (see review by Hartmann k Kenyon 1996).
In Chapter 5, we present more detailed radiative transfer models of hydrogen and
sodium. A complete treatment of the emergent flux, including line damping effects
such as Stark broadening, is included. We are able to reproduce a wider range of line
profile behavior, especially the broad wings in the most optically thick lines such as
Ha. Through specific comparisons to CTTS of different accretion activity, we are able
to better quantify the emission region. Tight constraints on the gas temperature are
obtained with diagnostics such as profiles and infrared line ratios. We can also begin
to understand the flow geometry, which seems to be related to the level of activity
and is the root cause of the line luminosity correlations.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we apply our models to observations of older (10 Myr) CTTS
in the TW Hya association. We determine accretion rates in these objects which are
up to several orders of magnitude smaller than typical of the 1 Myr-old CTTS such
as in Taurus. This provides compelling evidence for significant disk evolution over 10
Myr, which may be indicative of relevant timescales for planet formation.
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CHAPTER 2
RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELS OF T TAURI HYDROGEN
EMISSION LINES
The first models of magnetospheric accretion by HHC were limited by the as-
sumption of two-level atomic models. We now remove this restriction by considering
a multilevel hydrogen atom in statistical equilibrium. With this improved method, we
are able to calculate self-consistently many line profiles and fluxes in addition to the
Balmer series. We explore parameter space, investigating the roles gas temperature,
magnetosphere size and accretion rate play in the production of the hydrogen emis-
sion lines. We also compare the model results with observations of CTTS in Taurus,
with the ultimate goal of obtaining spectral diagnostics for the accretion rate and
the size and temperature of the magnetosphere. Such diagnostics would be especially
important for the study of CTTS in embedded clusters, where the standard methods
for determining accretion rates are not applicable.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Physical Model
The physical model used by HHC is retained here; see that paper for the quantita-
tive details. The magnetosphere is assumed to be a dipole field, axisymmetric about
the star's rotation axis and perpendicular to the disk (see Fig. 2.1 for a schematic
diagram). The disk, with a truncated inner radius that also corresponds to the inner-
most field line (and is a free parameter), is taken to be opaque and nonemitting at all
frequencies. The stellar parameters of mass, radius, and photospheric temperature
are fixed at typical T Tauri star values (0.5 M©, 2 RQ and 4000 K, respectively -
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GHBC). Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the velocity, density and temperature distributions
for fiducial parameters and two different magnetosphere sizes. We neglect rotation,
since typical T Tauri star rotation rates are considerably less than the velocities of
the infalling gas (15 kms^ versus 200 ferns" 1 ). This may introduce considerable un-
certainty in the parts of the line profile near line center if the magnetosphere rotates
rigidly with the star, since that emission arises near the disk, where the infall velocity
is comparable to the rotation velocity. Nevertheless, most of the profile will remain
unaffected, and we leave this complication to a later chapter.
The adopted temperature structure of the infalling gas is highly schematic. Lack-
ing a concrete theory of magnetospheric heating, we retain the same temperature
scheme used by HHC. This scheme employs an empirical temperature distribution
based on balancing an optically thin radiative cooling rate (Hartmann et al. 1982)
with a variable volumetric heating rate (such as what one would expect if the heating
source is dissipation of magnetic waves). The temperature is nearly constant through-
out most of the magnetosphere, but drops quickly near the disk, where the density
is high and radiative cooling should be important. The actual temperature range
of the distribution depends on the heating rate. To maintain a constant range with
varying accretion rate (so we can independently assess the effects of these parame-
ters), the heating rate must be changed. We used several different heating rates to
investigate the role of the gas temperature in the line profiles and fluxes. It must be
stressed that this temperature construct is fairly crude, and ideally a full thermody-
namic treatment should be performed. Martin (1996) recently presented results of a
detailed thermodynamic analysis of the magnetospheric model, but we find that the
temperatures he obtains are too low to account for the observed line emission (see
§2.3).
Finally, we parameterize the continuum radiation field. There are two main
sources to the continuum radiation shining on the magnetosphere: the stellar pho-
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tosphere and the hot shock where the infalling gas strikes the stellar surface. We
characterize each of these with a single blackbodv temperature, weighted by the frac-
tional area of each on the stellar surface. The area of the accretion shock is determined
by the size of the infall region in the dipole geometry (see HHC). This approach im-
plicitly assumes the accretion shock emits as a blackbodv, which is probably not the
case, but is a sufficient approximation for our purposes. The results show that the
line fluxes are not significantly affected by the choice of characteristic radiation tem-
perature. However, the line profiles are affected, since a higher radiation temperature
raises the continuum level and tends to deepen the redshifted absorption component,
For most of the cases presented here, we use a temperature of 8000 A' to charac-
terize the accretion shock radiation field (a value similar to previous observational
estimates
- see Hartigan et al. 1991). For the cases with the lowest accretion rates,
the redshifted absorption component dominates the profile and results in a negative
line flux. This is not observed, so we use a lower radiation temperature for these cases
in order to obtain a profile in emission.
2.1.2 Radiative Transfer
We employ an extended Sobolev radiative transfer method, applicable in the case
of large, nonmonotonic velocity gradients (Rybicki and Hummer 1978). This is ap-
propriate for the emission lines from T Tauri stars, where line widths are typically
several hundreds of km s" 1 and thus the gas flow is highly supersonic. The radiation
field is calculated over a grid of 100 points covering the entire length of the infall
region from disk to stellar surface. At each point r, the mean intensity is given by
Jv = [1 - /i(r)]5(r) + (Ur)Ic + F(r) , (2.1)
where /3(r), flc (r), 5(r) and F(r) are the local and continuum (photosphere plus accre-
tion shock) escape probabilities, source function and nonlocal emission, respectively,
at r, in turn given by
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The line optical depths r(rit n) are determined from the line opacities and velocity
gradients at each point r and direction n) (see HHC). The integrals are taken over-
all solid angles dfi around n. The "core" term, f3Jc , is actually split into two terms,
one integrated over the solid angle of the photosphere and the other integrated over
the solid angle of the hot accretion ring. The core specific intensities are taken as
blackbodies at the photospheric and accretion ring temperatures. Finally, the flux
per unit frequency is
f
"
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(2-5)
with the sums over the interacting constant velocity surfaces i and j, where rk and
(pi are polar coordinates measured relative to the center of the star, perpendicular to
the line of sight m. (See HHC and Rybicki and Hummer (1978) for more details.)
2.1.2.1 The Line Source Function
In order to obtain the emergent flux, we must first determine the source function
at each point on the grid. HHC solved the transfer equations using a simple two-level
atom approximation. In this case, the line source function is given by
5(r) = [1 - e(r)]J(r) + e(r)B(r) , (2.6)
1
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where B(r) is the local Planck function and e(r) is the destruction probability; i.e.,
the ratio of collisional to total deexcitation rates:
CulNe (r) + Aul ' ( 2 -')
where Cul is the collision rate per electron, A ul is the Einstein coefficient of the
transition, and Ne is the electron density. With the mean intensity calculated from
the Sobolev approximation, the source function can be determined given the pop-
ulations of the two levels. Since the extended Sobolev method includes a nonlocal
term (eq. [2.4]) which itself depends on the source function, the solution must be
determined iteratively.
This two-level atom approach is inadequate in that interactions with multiple
upper or lower levels, which can significantly affect how a given level is populated,
are ignored. Thus, we have modified the original HHC model by including a multilevel
statistical equilibrium calculation. The source function for each line transition in this
scheme is given by
•Jul —
.-,
where N
t ,
Nu , gt and gu are the populations and degeneracy factors of the upper and
lower levels, respectively, of the transition. The line source functions are then iterated
with the populations in statistical equilibrium, allowing us to obtain self-consistently
model profiles of as many line transitions as possible given the number of atomic
levels used (all results presented here were calculated using an 8-level atom).
The improved method, hereafter referred to as cvmulti, uses the system of statis-
tical equilibrium equations of the form
j<l
r / TV • \ * i
E Nj (RH + Cji) + Nt £ -M (R tJ + Cji) + + Clk )
j<i *-j<i^ J' i' k>i J
k>i ViY* y
(Mihalas 1978), where R and C are the radiative and collisional transition rates, re-
spectively, for each bound state i. The starred quantities indicate population ratios
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in LTE, as given by the Boltzmann equation, and A: refers to the continuum. These
equations are highly nonlinear, since they depend in part on the radiation field and
electron density, which in turn depend on the level populations (see eqs. [2.1] and
[2.8]). We have used a multiple iteration scheme, with separate iterations for the
electron density, level populations, and radiation held. The details of this procedure
are given in §2.1.2.4. In order to facilitate the solution of the rate equations, we em-
ployed an alternate form using departure coefficients, based on the procedure outlined
in detail in Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (1973).
2.1.2.2 Transition Rates
The rate equation coefficients are set up as follows. The collisional transition rates
are given by
Nidi = NiNe %(T) expi-hUij) (2.10)
/ N\*N&i = Ni{W.) C» (2-H)
for level i < j. The collisional coefficients fty(T) are all culled from Johnson (1972)
except for the 2-1 transition (Scholz et al. 1990), and the 3-1 and 3-2 transitions
(Giovanardi et al. 1987) (Chang et al. [1991] found these to be more accurate).
The radiative bound-bound excitation and deexcitation rates are given by
NiRij = NiBijJij (2.12)
and
NjRji = Nj(Aji + BjiJij)
,
(2.13)
where BlJ is the stimulated absorption coefficient, A3l and Bji are the stimulated
and spontaneous emission coefficients, respectively, and is the integrated mean
intensity. The net rate from the upper level j to level i is then
Nj(Aji + BjiJij) - = N3A3lZ3l (2.14)
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(Mihalas 1978). Solving for ZjU the net radiative bracket, we get
where is the line source function as given in equation (5.2), and J
7J
is the mean
intensity as given in equation (2.1). Including the net radiative bracket into the rate
equations, in place of the individual excitation and deexeitation rates, significantly
speeds up solution convergence.
Finally, we need the bound-free radiative rates. The photorecombination rate is
00
3
NAi = 4
*It rr + A e
~k"lkTd
" (2 - ic >
where u0 is the threshold frequency for a given lower bound level. The photoionization
cross-section is given by
au = aU0 (^j . (2.17)
If we approximate the radiation field as a blackbody at the local temperature T, the
integral can be written in terms of the first exponential integral. We then obtain
NKRKl = —cy^E^fwo/kT) . (2.18)
The photoionization rate is
NiRiK = Ni 47T J ^±J„du. (2.19)
We once again simplify the integral by approximating the ionizing radiation field as a
blackbody, this time characterized by a specified radiation temperature Tr . We must
also account for the fact that the ionizing continuum, essentially the photosphere plus
hot accretion shock, subtends a solid angle of less than 27T at any point on the grid.
Thus we include a dilution factor W', defined as
W = ^ = \(l - [1 - {R*/R) 2] ll2 ) , (2.20)
47T 2
where is the solid angle subtended by the star, R is the distance of the grid point
from the center of the star and /?* is the stellar radius (Mihalas 1978). The char-
acteristic radiation temperature is calculated as a weighted sum of the characteristic
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blackbody temperatures of the stellar photosphere and accretion shock. Given the
dilution factors for the two components, Wphoi and Wring: we hnave
^ phot ^ W,mi yT — T ,r phot
nv hf + w- ) Trin97w—ffr—v • (2.21)\ vy Phot -T VV ring) [Wphot + Wring ) v ;
Finally, given Jv ~ WBv{Tr\ the integral reduces down to the exponential integral
of order one:
87T
NiRiK = Ni W—aVov0* E x (lw0/kTr ) . p.22)
2.1.2.3 Electron Density
The original model of HHC used a fixed contribution from metals; here, we calcu-
late the metal contribution from the first two ionization stages of all elements up to
iron, using the appropriate abundances and assuming LTE. The total electron den-
sity is then the sum of the hydrogen continuum population (protons) plus the total
number of ionizations (electrons) from the metals. Since the rate equations depend
on the electron density through the expressions for the collision rates, the solution for
the electron density must be iterated in tandem with the level populations. An initial
value for Ne is assumed, the level populations are calculated, then from NK a new
value of Ne is calculated, and the process repeats until the solution for Ne converges.
2.1.2.4 Iteration Procedure
The set of statistical equilibrium equations in general matrix form (as adapted
from eq. [2.9]) is
P • b = 0
, (2.23)
where P = {Pij}, an array containing the total rate coefficients for transitions ij,
and b = {bj}, the vector of departure coefficients for each level j. The system is
solved using a standard LU decomposition routine. To start the entire procedure, we
need initial values for the level populations Nt , the electron density A e^ , and the net
radiative bracket Ziy Populations from a previous case with parameters similar to the
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current run arc used for initial values. For the first case run, values for Nu N2 and Ne
from initial models run with the original HHC version were used, and the upper level
populations were derived from LTE arguments. Once the level populations are found,
the source function (eq. [2.8]) can be determined at each point, With the new source
function, the mean intensity of the radiation field (eq. [2.1]), and then new values
of the radiative transition rates, can be calculated. This process is likewise repeated
until the solution for the populations (or, more precisely, the departure coefficients)
converges, forming t he primary iteration loop of the multilevel line transfer treatment.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Profiles
To compare with the results of HHC, we first consider the same stellar and mag-
netospheric parameters. HHC used a star of mass 0.8 M0 , radius 2 and photo-
spheric temperature 4000 K. Their magnetosphere had an inner and outer radius of
2.2 /?, and 3 respectively, a temperature distribution with a maximum at about
7500 A', an accretion rate of 10~7 MQ yr~\ and an accretion shock temperature of
7200 A'. Figure 2.4 compares the HHC profiles with ones generated with cvmulti
for an 8-level atom. The general profile shape is nearly identical in both cases, but
the cvmulti lines are about 50 percent less in equivalent width, and the redshifted
absorption feature is somewhat more pronounced. The decrease in line strength is
due to the presence of multiple upper levels to which the n — 2 level can give up
electrons, leading to a lower line optical depth and lower source function.
The qualitative shape of the Balmer line profiles is largely due to the velocity field
and the geometry of the system. The linewidths increase with inclination angle, as the
line of sight becomes more aligned with the fastest parts of the flow. The redshifted
absorption component likewise becomes more prominent at higher inclinations, since
the line of sight to the hot accretion shock passes through an increasing amount of
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infalling material. Emission at low velocities comes from bot h the regions of the Bow
nearest the disk and from material moving essentially perpendicular to the line of
sight. This is by far the largest emitting volume, and explains the centrally peaked
nature of the profiles.
The multilevel atom model enables us to calculate, self-consistently, profiles in
line series other than Balmer. Figure 2.5 shows model profiles of Br-) for an 8-level
atom. These lines exhibit the same qualitative shape as the Balmer lines, suggesting
a common emitting region. One might expect the Paschen and Bracket! lines to form
in a more limited volume of the magnetosphere closer to the star, since they are more
difficult to excite than the Balmer lines. This would cause the profiles to be of a
different shape. However, even these infrared lines have large optical depths over
most of the magnetosphere for this particular set of parameters, and so their profiles
are consistent with being optically thick. (This is not strictly true at lower accretion
rates and gas temperatures, however; see next section).
2.2.2 Parameter Dependence of Line Fluxes
We have explored parameter space by varying the accretion rate, gas temperature
(characterized by the maximum value of the distribution), and the width and radial
extent of the magnetosphere. In each case, one of these parameters is changed while
holding the others fixed; however, we note that the parameters are not completely
independent in all cases. For example, consider a magnetosphere with R, = 4 RQ ,
R0 = 6 Rq (Fig. 2.3); Tmax and the accretion rate are the same as in the fiducial case
(Fig. 2.2). The infall velocity at a given point is larger than in the fiducial case since
material is falling from a greater distance. Also, the cross-sectional area is larger near
the disk, and smaller near the star. These two factors conspire to change the density
distribution even though the accretion rate is the same. Similarly, the temperature
distribution changes somewhat for a given Tmax : the temperature is lower near the
disk since the volume is greater and hence there is less heating; the temperature
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is lower near the star since the density is higher and hence there is more radiative
cooling.
In each case, we calculate the total line flux by adding the emergent flux per unit
frequency (eq. [2.5]) over the width of the line, subtracting the contribution from
the continuum. We present model line fluxes for five hydrogen lines for a range of
parameters in Table 2.1. Figures 2.6 - 2.7 show how the model line flux varies with
the main parameters discussed above for Ha (the other lines exhibit similar behavior,
albeit at generally lower fluxes). Some of the fluxes are negative at low accretion
rates and temperatures (i.e., the line is in absorption), and have not been plotted.
In these cases, the redshifted absorption component is dominant over the part of the
line in emission (which is either flat-topped or virtually nonexistent). This type of
behavior has not been observed in CTTS, which indicates a possible constraint on
temperature (see §2.3).
The model results can be separated into two regions in density space. 1) At low
accretion rates, the flux decreases dramatically with decreasing accretion rate because
there is a fairly sharp drop in the line optical depth, and the emission essentially goes
away (this behavior is especially striking in the line profiles, which become either
flat-topped or completely in absorption). 2) The slope in the line flux as a function
of accretion rate becomes shallower at higher accretion rates, due to the increasing
thermalization of the lines. Eventually, at high enough densities, the magnetosphere
would become a completely optically thick blackbody, with the emergent flux coming-
only from the outer surface. Because of this behavior, the Ha line fluxes would only
be good accretion rate indicators for objects with the lowest accretion rates.
The critical point where the flux begins to decrease sharply with decreasing den-
sity occurs at higher accretion rates the lower the gas temperature becomes. Line
thermalization depends on both the density and temperature of the gas; thus, if
one parameter is low, the other must be correspondingly higher for the line to be
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very optically thick. For the temperature distribution with Tmax = 6000 A', the
line emission is either very low or not present for all but the highest accretion rates
(10- 6 M& yr- 1 ), whereas for the distribution with Tmax = 10,000 K, the emission is
in the very optically thick regime for accretion rates as low as 10~8 MG yr~\ Note
that the temperature has a significant effect on the line flux over the entire range
of density, especially at the lowest accretion rates. Thus, we must have independent
constraints of the temperature (see discussion).
The size of the infall region also significantly affects the lino flux, especially in the
thermalization regime. Figure 2.7 shows the line flux versus accretion rate for two
cases with the same magnetospheric thickness but different outer radii (small/narrow
and large/narrow magnetospheres), and two cases with the same outer radii but
different thicknesses (large/narrow and large/wide magnetospheres). There are two
main effects here. First, the narrow cases are thermalized as low as 10" 8 MQ yr~ l ,
whereas the line flux in the large/wide case drops off at a higher accretion rate. This
is a consequence of the change in volume, where a larger volume translates to lower
densities over most of the magnetosphere for a given accretion rate (compare Figs. 2.2
and 2.3). Second, both the width and the outer radius are important; increasing either
of these parameters significantly increases the line flux in the thermalization regime.
Unfortunately, we may not be able to discriminate between the inner and outer radius
of the infall zone from the models alone, although we may be able to constrain the
inner radius from independent estimates of the disk hole size.
2.2.3 Comparison with Observations
Figures 2.8 - 2.10 show the model line fluxes for various cases as a function of
accretion rate superposed on observed values for a number of CTTS in Taurus. Ha
line fluxes are taken from Kuhi (1974) - a more recent set of observations for a
similarly large sample is sorely lacking. To plot these, we used reddening magnitudes
and accretion rates from GHBC, except for five stars (CI, DL, DG, and DR. Tau
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and RW Aur) which GHBC could not measure A v or the acc retion rate due- to the
extremely high veiling. The only published values for the extinction and accretion
rate of DG Tau and DR Tan are from Hartigan et al. (1995 - hereafter, HEG). For
the rest, we use values from Valenti, Basri and Johns (1994 - hereafter, VBJ), since
their results are more consistent with GHBC (see GHBC). Lacking a consistent data
set for Ha, we will not focus on comparing with the models. We also note that the
line flux of DR Tau observed 25 years ago is inconsistent with its recently derived
accretion rate. A significant brightening occurred in the interim (Chavarria 1979), and
thus its present Ha flux is surely much higher. Dereddened line fluxes and accretion
rates for Wft and H7 (Figs. 2.9 and 2.10) are from GHBC. The data from GHBC are
especially useful because all of the quantities for each object (line fluxes, reddening
and accretion rates) are derived simultaneously from the same spectrum. The lack
of published line fluxes for a sample of objects with a wide range of accretion rates
prevents a thorough comparison of the infrared lines. We therefore concentrate our
analysis on the upper Balmer lines.
Our goal is to determine if the magnetospheric model can explain the observed
range of line fluxes and accretion rate estimates and proceed to constrain the uncer-
tain magnetospheric physical parameters (size, width, temperature). Comparing the
models to the simultaneous data set of GHBC enables us to do this with a fair degree
of confidence. We make the following qualitative conclusions based on the H/j and
H7 comparison plots. 1) The observed spread in line flux at a given accretion rate
is accounted for with an acceptable range of model parameters (sizes consistent with
observational estimates of disk hole sizes and corotation radii - L. Hillenbrand, private
communication; see §2.3 for a discussion of the temperature). 2) Objects with low
accretion rates may have magnetospheric temperatures higher (T ~ 10, 000 K) than
objects with higher accretion rates (T ~ 8000 A'), although a more exact constraint
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cannot be made from these lines alone because differences in magnetospheric sizes
and widths are also important.
There are some discrepancies between the models and the data which must be
addressed. For instance, the H0/H7 ratio (Fig. 2.11) is not consistent for the entire
range of observed accretion rates. Many objects with low accretion rates (including
IP, DN, GK and AA Tau) have smaller H/?/H7 ratios than the models predict. A
likely source of additional line emission (not included in this treatment) is the hot
accretion shock. The shock region is small, and the Balmer decrements should be
close to one (as in the case of chromospheres - see Calvet, Basri & Kuhi 1983), while
the Balmer decrement is larger in the magnetosphere since the emitting region is much
larger. Shock line emission may be overwhelmed by the magnetospheric contribution
for all but the lowest accretion rates, hence its effects are only seen in objects with
low accretion rates.
Another discrepancy is that high-resolution spectroscopy of the Balmer lines (Ed-
wards et al. 1994) shows that the Ha profiles of most CTTS exhibit extended high-
velocity wings (out to as much as ±500 km s' 1 ). This may well not represent
high-velocity material, but instead Stark line broadening, which our calculations do
not take into account. One would expect Stark wings to be important in Ho, since
the line optical depths are so high (> 104 ). We present preliminary results of line
broadening using a simple slab model in Section 2.3.2. Finally, we point out that the
applicability of the magnetospheric accretion model is in doubt for those CTTS with
the highest accretion rates. Stars with very high implied accretion rates, such as DR
Tau and RW Aur, have extremely active outflowing winds. The presence of strong
winds is implied from the considerable blueshifted absorption seen in the Balmer line
profiles, and strong jets have also been observed in Ho; in several of these objects
(Hirth et al. 1994). Thus, the observed Ha line fluxes may be strongly affected by
these additional sources.
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lines.
We would like to compare model and observational results for the infrared i
Unfortunately, relatively few line fluxes have been published, and then only for ob-
jects with the highest accretion rates. However, high-resolution line profiles have
been recently obtained, most notably in Najita et al. (1996 - hereafter, NCT) and
Folha et al. (1997); thus, we can at least compare observed and model line profiles,
if not fluxes. Figure 2.12 compares an observed high-resolution line profile of Bn
from NCT to a model profile with typical CTTS parameters. The match to the WL
16 Br7 profile is of special interest, since the source is an embedded object. Deter-
minations of the accretion rate of such objects using the standard veiling techniques
are impossible due to the large extinction. We estimate the accretion rate by assum-
ing the bolometric luminosity of WL 16 is due entirely to accretion, and obtain a
value of about 10" 5 -5 M^yr^ (again, using standard TTS parameters). Our match
to the observed profile uses an accretion rate of 10"6 MQ yr~\ and has a total line
flux fairly similar to the value determined by NCT (about 2.4 x 106 erg cm'2 s~ l ).
The model line is somewhat narrower than the observed profile, probably because the
stellar M/R of the model is smaller than is actually the case (NCT estimates a value
of about 2.5M© for WL 16, which should increase the linewidth since the gas infall
velocities will increase).
This result is encouraging in light of our goal of applying the model as a diagnostic
tool for embedded CTTS, although the line thermalization problem we see in the
Balmer lines is also present (albeit to a lesser degree) in Br7, and thus this line may
not prove to be a useful accretion rate indicator. However, more determinations of line
fluxes for lightly extincted objects, over a wide range of accretion rates, are essential to
establishing a possible accretion rate calibration with this line (or others, like Pa/5).
Nevertheless, a significant implication of this profile match is that magnetospheric
accretion seems to occur at earlier evolutionary phases and in higher-mass objects
than the classical T Tauri stars.
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2.3 Discussion
2.3.1 Constraining the Temperature
The temperature structure of the magnetosphere is one of the biggest uncertainties
in the magnetospheric accretion model. No one has put forth a theory for heating the
infalhng gas until recently. Martin (1996) performs a full thermodynamic treatment
of the infalling gas, using the same physical parameters as HHC. A variety of heating
sources are considered, including Balmer photoionization and adiabatic compression
due to the converging field lines (which turns out to be the dominant source). The
cooling is dominated by Call and Mgll line emission. Martin obtains a temperature
distribution which increases as the field lines converge and congressional heating
increases, and levels off at a certain point where the cooling from the ion emission
becomes important. We find that this temperature distribution is inadequate to
obtain line emission consistent with the observations, even at Ho; our models suggest
mean temperatures no less than about 6000 K are required. Martin's temperature
distribution attains a maximum at about this temperature, but that only occurs in
a limited volume of gas close to the star - the mean is much lower (4000 - 5000 K).
There must be another, stronger heating source that has not been considered. In
fact, Martin does not include any magnetically-driven effects, which seem likely to be
important if not dominant in any magnetospheric accretion scheme.
We have retained the same crude temperature distribution used by HHC since a
satisfactory theoretical basis for magnetospheric heating has yet to be established.
As HHC point out, this distribution gives line profiles in general agreement with
the observations, whereas, for instance, an isothermal structure produces far too
much emission from the part of the magnetosphere near the disk. The ad-hoc nature
of the temperature distribution must be taken into account when considering the
results, both in the behavior of the line flux and in the appearance of the line profiles.
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However, comparison with the observations allows us to put some constraints on the
temperature.
The line profiles and fluxes prove to be quite useful in this regard. If the tem-
perature is too low, the gas is not sufficiently excited to produce the emission that
is observed. This is especially true in the low velocity regions of the flow, where the
temperature distribution dips. Model cases for a maximum temperature of 6000K
show flat-topped line profiles at high accretion rates (> lO" 8 A/0 yr" 1 ), and virtually
no emission at low accretion rates. In fact, for low accretion rates, there is little line
emission until temperatures reach about 8000 - 9000A'. This does not match any of
the observations, and so indicates a lower bound to the temperature range necessary
to reproduce the observations.
Likewise, we attempt to estimate an upper limit to the temperature by examining
the gas continuum optical depth. If the gas temperature is too high, the continuum
will become optically thick, effectively covering up the line emission. This is at odds
with the observations, which show that even objects with very high accretion rates
(hence high densities) exhibit strong line emission. Thus, in all cases, the contin-
uum should be optically thin. We find approximate upper limits of 7000A' for high
accretion rates (1O _6M0 yr~ l ) and 10, 000/\ for low accretion rates (lO^A/© yr~ l ).
Figure 2.13 delineates the allowed temperature regime with these upper and lower
bounds (see Chapter 5 for additional discussion, including tighter constraints from
multiple diagnostics).
2.3.2 Effects of Stark Broadening
One of the major discrepancies between the model results and the observations
is the Hq emission. Here, the model is not able to reproduce the substantial line
wings (typically ± 500 kms~ l ) seen in the Ho; profiles of many CTTS. As previously
suggested, given the very large optical depths involved, a likely source of the broad
wings is Stark broadening.
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We performed a rough calculation of the line damping wings with a simple isother-
mal and uniform slab model. Taking into account the Voigt profile, given by
* /-«, (v - yf + 02 ( 2 ' 24 )
(Mihalas 1978), where „ = („ - „„)/ A„0 , y = Af/Af/j, and a = r/4xA„D , the line
absorption coefficient becomes
K -
7fl/2e2 / N (, 9iNu \ „.
Following the prescription used by Vernazza, Avrett & Loeser (1973), we calculate
the damping constant T with
r-r , n ( nHi \ ( T \ 0 -3 / m \ 2/3
where Crad
,
CWM/ and C5 (Qrfc are the radiative, van der Waals and Stark half-widths,
repectively.
We compare the relative contribution from the damping wings, as calculated from
the slab models, to the total line flux as calculated from the cvmulti models. Fig-
ure 2.14 plots the ratio of the net flux from the broadening component (with the
Doppler core subtracted out) to the total line flux as a function of temperature and
density. In each slab calculation, we used the approximate mean value of the den-
sity distribution and the maximum temperature of the temperature distribution from
each of the cvmulti cases. Since the density and temperature actually varies with
radius in the magnetospheric model, comparison with the isothermal, constant den-
sity slab are only approximate. These rough results indicate that the contribution
from Stark broadening from the infalling gas is small for all but the largest accretion
rates (> 10" 6 MQ yr~ l ) . However, we are now exploring other regions in which the
line wings may form. For example, the postshock region of the hot accretion shock
has nH > 10
12 cm" 3 and T ~ 10,000 K (Hartigan et al. 1991, VB.I), which is well
within the range for significant Stark broadening shown with the slab model. Similar
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calculations for H/i show that the upper Balmer lines are not as stron.lv affected In-
Stark broadening in these temperature and density regimes (the contribution is about
50% less than in Ha), which is consistent with the data.
2.3.3 Accretion Rate Diagnostics
One of the ultimate goals in studying the emission lines is to obtain some diagnos-
tic of the accretion rate. Unfortunately, there are several complications that prevent
us from developing a straightforward calibration using the line fluxes alone. We have
previously shown that the temperature and size (including bot h the outer radius and
width) of the magnetosphere are important factors in producing the line emission.
Additionally, the Balmer lines and Br7 are all optically thick at higher accretion rates;
hence, the total line flux does not greatly depend on the gas density. We need some
way of disentangling the effects of all these parameters on the line flux.
We require lines with significantly different excitation conditions, especially more
optically thin lines. Modeling of emission lines of other atomic species may also prove
useful; observed profiles of some 01 and Nal lines, as well as the broad components of
Hel and Call (Hamann k Persson 1992; Gullbring et al. 1996; Johns-Krull & Basri
1997), are in general agreement with the hydrogen magnetospheric profiles. These
issues will be addressed in the next chapter.
2.4 Summary
We have explored the ability of the magnetospheric accretion model to explain
the observed hydrogen line emission from classical T Tauri stars. Implementing a
multilevel statistical equilibrium radiative transfer treatment, we are able to improve
on the methods of HHC to calculate line profiles and fluxes self-consistently. From
these results, we conclude: 1) the model line fluxes and profiles for the Balmer lines
are in good agreement with the observations; 2) the observed spread in flux for a given
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accretion rate is due mostly to differences in the width, radial extent and temperature
of the infall region; 3) the model is able to match observed infrared line profiles from
embedded objects, based on our match to the Br7 line of WL1G; 4) the temperature
of the infalhng gas can be constrained to upper and lower limits of about 10,000
K and 6000 K, respectively, and should vary inversely with accretion rate; 5) Stark
broadening from the postshock region of the accretion shock may contribute to the
line wings observed at Ha; 6) we need models and observations of optically thin lines
to obtain definitive emission line accretion rate diagnostics.
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Table 2.1 Model Parameters and Line Fluxes
log AP Tm ai (A
)
rmi (R*) rmo (il*) F(Ha)'2 F(H/i) 2 F(H7 ) 2 F(Pa/3) 2 F(Br7 ) :
-6 8000 2.2 3 7.51 7.39 7.30 7.06 6.66
-7 8000 2.2 3 7.39 7.16 6.88 6.75 6.34
-8 8000 2.2 3 7.17 6.80 6.52 6.34 5.87
-9 8000 2.2 3 6.19 5.39 4.94 4.15
-6 10,000 2.2 3 7.88 7.95 7.95 7.44 6.95
-7 10,000 2.2 3 7.60 7.49 7.40 7.09 6.71
-8 10,000 2.2 3 7.50 7.25 7.04 6.77 6.38
-9 10,000 2.2 3 7.11 6.59 6.09 6.06 5.28
-6 8000 4 6 8.02 7.80 7.62 7.46 7.09
-7 8000 4 6 7.95 7.62 7.33 7.22 6.82
-8 8000 4 6 7.19 6.52 6.24 5.90 5.10
-9 8000 4 6 5.76 5.02 4.39 4.50 4.29
-6 10,000 4 6 8.31 8.31 8.28 7.88 7.45
-7 10,000 4 6 8.13 7.92 7.75 7.50 7.12
-8 10,000 4 6 8.06 7.76 7.48 7.26 6.84
-9 10,000 4 6 7.21 6.37 5.81 5.69 4.13
Log line flux in ergs cm 2 s 1 .
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Figure 2.1 The dipole field geometry used in the magnetospheric accretion model.
Taken from HHC.
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Figure 2.2 Velocity, density and temperature distributions for a fiducial case. The
parameters are: M = 1O_7M0 yr~\ Tmax = 8000 K, R* = 2 M* = 0.5 M0 ,
?"rm = 2.2 i?0, rmo = 3 i?Q.
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Figure 2.3 Velocity, density and temperature distributions for a larger magneto-
sphere. The parameters are: M = 1O_7M0 yr~ l , Tmnx = 8000 K, R, = 2 Rq,
M* = 0.5 MQ , rrm = 4 RQ , rmo = 6 RQ .
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of Ha model profiles. In each case, the parameters are of
M = 1O" 7M0 yr~\ Tmax = 7500 K, J?, = 2 Re , M* - 0.8 M0 , rrm = 2.2 R@ ,
rmo — 3 /?(.), for (a) HHC results; (6) cvmulti results.
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Figure 2.5 Br7 profiles calculated with the fiducial parameters.
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Figure 2.6 Variation of model Ha fluxes with temperature and accretion rate. Cal-
culated for a magnetosphere with rrni — 2.2 /? + , rmo — 3 Solid line, M —
1O"6M0 yr~ x ; dashed line, M = 1(T 7 M0 yr~ x ; dash-dotted line, M = 1O_8M0 yr~ x ;
dotted line, M = 1(T 9 M0 yr~ x .
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Figure 2.7 Variation of model Ha line fluxes with accretion rate and magnetospheric
geometry. Solid line, rmi — 4 i?*, rmo — C dotted line, rTm — 5.2 rmo = 6 R*\
dashed line, rmi — 2.2 R*, rmo = 3 R*. All with Tmax = 8000 K.
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Figure 2.8 Integrated Ha line flux versus accretion rate for selected CTTS in Taurus.
Observed data are delineated by the first two letters of the star name. Line fluxes
are from Kuhi (1974), dereddened with Ay from GHBC except: DL, CI, and RW
Tau, from VBJ; DR and DG Tau, from HEG. Accretion rates from GHBC, with the
same exceptions (see text). All models have M* = 0.5 M©, R* = 2 R& . Dotted line,
rmi = 2.2 R*, rmo = 3 Tmax = 8000 A'; dash- dotted line, rmi = 4 i?*, rmo = 6 R*,
Tmax — 8000 K; dashed line, rmi = 2.2 rrno = 3 H*, Tmax = 10,000 A'; solid line,
rmi = 4 R*, rmo = 6 R*, Tma .r = 10, 000 A'.
3G
Figure 2.9 Integrated Hp line flux versus accretion rate. Observed dereddened line
fluxes and accretion rates from GHBC. See Figure 2.8 for model parameters.
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Figure 2.10 Integrated H7 line flux versus accretion rate. Observed dereddened line
fluxes and accretion rates from GHBC. See Figure 2.8 for model parameters.
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Figure 2.11 Balmer lino flux ratio versus lino flux. Model results are all for M* =
0.5 MQ , R* = 2 7?,.,. Dotted line, rrni = 2.2 R>, rmo = 3 /?*, Tmax = 8000 K\
dash-dotted line, rmi = 4 R*, rrno = 6 R*, Tmax = 8000 A'; dashed line, rmi - 2.2 /?*,
rmo = 3 /?*, Tmaj . = 10, 000 A'; solid line, rnn = 4 R*, rmo = 6 /?*, Tma:E - 10, 000 AT.
Observational data from GHBC, with objects labeled as in Figs. 2.8-2.10.
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Figure 2.12 Comparison of model and observed Br7 profiles. The observed profile
is for the embedded object WL 16, from Najita et al. (1996).
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Figure 2.13 Region of allowed mean gas temperatures, as a function of accretion
rate, from the constraints discussed in the text.
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log density (cm -3 )
Figure 2.14 Ratio of the net slab model line flux from Stark broadening to the total
magnetospheric model line flux, for Ha.
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CHAPTER 3
T TAURI LINE PROFILE OBSERVATIONS
Despite the considerable amount of previous research, a coherent picture of the
formation of the broad permitted emission lines in CTTS is still lacking. Here we
assess the feasibility of the magnetospheric accretion model - with its paradigm of
blueshifted asymmetric broad emission lines with or without redshifted absorption
components
- to explain the broad lines, and, where applicable, to search for good
line diagnostics of the emission region(s). We have obtained a sample of echelle spectra
which enables us to analyze many optical emission lines in objects spanning a large
range of accretion activity. We concentrate on the broad (> 100 kins' 1 ) emission line
components of the Ca II infrared triplet, He I A5876, Na D, O I A7773 and A8446,
and the upper Paschen series. Some preliminary models are presented in comparison
with the observations.
3.1 Observations and Data Reduction
The sample (Table 3.1) consists of 11 classical T Tauri stars chosen to represent a
considerable range of previously observed continuum veilings (and hence representing
a wide range of inferred accretion rates). All but three of the CTTS are of the
same spectral type. A weak-line T Tauri star, LkCa7, is also included in the sample
to provide a template in the photospheric subtraction procedure described below,
as well as a reference of a star lacking disk accretion but possessing chromospheric
emission. The observations were taken with the echelle spectrograph on the 4 m
telescope at KPNO from January 27-29, 1996. Our spectral coverage was 5800 to
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9000 A, with a resolution R ~ 35,000. All the spectra were reduced using the [RAF
echelle packages.
In order to obtain pure line emission profiles, we must first subtract out the un-
derlying photospheric absorption spectrum. This is done by subtracting a modified
template spectrum, in our case the WTTS LkCaT, from the object spectrum. We fol-
low the method outlined in detail in Hartigan et al. (1989). The depths of absorption
lines in a 15 A interval of the template spectrum are compared to those of the object
using a x
2
minimization routine. An additive constant which will equalize the line
depths between the template and object is then determined - this is the continuum
veiling level by which the object's photospheric lines are filled in with respect to the
unveiled template. Thus this procedure not only allows us to remove the photospheric
continuum, but also provides us with an estimate of the veiling at each echelle order
of interest for each object. The veiling is given by
F -i1 veil
r = y—
' (3.1;
* phot
where Fveil is the flux of the veiling continuum, and Fphoi is the flux of the undisturbed
photosphere. For each of the lines plotted versus veiling in the next section, the
corresponding value of the veiling is that measured in the same spectral order. We
list veiling values at two widely spaced wavelengths in Table 3.2.
3.2 The Spectra
3.2.1 Profiles
3.2.1.1 Hydrogen
The wavelength coverage of the spectra include Ha and the Paschen series from
Pa 10 upward. The Ha profiles (Fig. 3.1) show similar behavior to what has been ob-
served before (Kuhi 1964; Hartmann 1982; Mundt 1984; Hamann k Persson 1992; Ed-
wards et al. 1994), including very large line wings often extending beyond ±500 km s_1
,
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and almost ubiquitous blueshifted absorption. We leave these profiles for a future
analysis of the blueshifted absorption component and the line wings.
The Paschen series appears in emission in most but not all of the sample (see al£
Hamann & Persson 1992 - most stars with strong Ha also have the Paschen series
emission). Unfortunately, the strongest line, Pa 10, is heavily contaminated by telluric
absorption; Pa 13, Pa 15, and Pa 15 are blended with the Ca II infrared triplet. Many
of the others are blended with Fe I line emission in DG Tan and RW Aur. Hence
we show Pa 11, the only strong, unblended Paschen line in the sample, in Figure 3.2,
and the line equivalent widths in Table 3.2. We point out some similarities of Pa 11
to magnetospheric models of the Balmer lines (HHC, Chapter 2): large linewidths
(~ 200 kms" 1 FWHM), central peaks, blueward asymmetry in the emission profile
of DR Tau, and a redshifted absorption component in RW Aur. Unlike the observed
Balmer emission lines, none of the Pa 11 profiles have any blueshifted absorption
(except CW Tau, which is atypical in all the lines discussed here). This is consistent
with observations of other high-excitation hydrogen emission lines, including Pa/3
(Folha et al. 1997) and Br7 (Najita et al. 1996). In contrast to the magnetospheric
models, however, many stars exhibit lines that are symmetric about line center, and
one (DL Tau) shows a redward asymmetry.
For the stars with the highest veiling, and especially prominent in DR Tau and
BP Tau, the Paschen series appears in emission up to at least Pa 24. The profiles of
all the lines are similar to those shown for Pa 11, which argues for a shared emission
region, and the line strengths decrease steadily as one moves up the series. There is
some correlation between the last line of the series seen in emission and the veiling;
we examine the implications for an accretion rate indicator in §3.3.3.
3.2.1.2 Sodium
The sodium D resonance line profiles (Figure 3.3) show evidence of infall and
broad emission in many of the stars, most notably BP Tau, UY Aur, and DR Tau.
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Five stars, nearly half of the sample, show redshifted absorption at several hundred
km s-
-
the telltale signature of infall. Unfortunately, most of the profiles are heavily
contaminated by blueshifted absorption, a fact which reduces the usefulness of these
lines as indicators of accretion. Only one of the eleven CTTS in the sample, BP Tan,
definitively lacks any discernible blueshifted absorption components (BACs). AH of
the stars which show BACs in their Ua profiles also have BACs in Na D. Generally,
the Na D profiles are similar to those of Edwards et al. (1994), except for varying
strengths of blueshifted and redshifted absorption components.
3.2.1.3 Call
The Ca II infrared triplet lines (Figure 3.4) appear strongly in emission except
in cases of very low veiling (r < 0.1; DN Tau, GK Tau and AA Tau). For these
stars, the unsubtracted spectra (not shown) look very similar to the weak-line T
Tauri spectra: a broad absorption line with a narrow emission core at line center
(Figure 3.8). This profile has been successfully reproduced in both CTTS and WTTS
with chromospheric models (Batalha & Basri 1993, Batalha et al. 1996). There is an
excess of narrow-component emission relative to the WTTS template in the lightly-
veiled CTTS, as can be seen in the residual profiles plotted, but it is not clear whether
this is due to accretion-related phenomena or merely to enhanced chromospheric
activity. Because of this uncertainty, the equivalent widths listed in Table 3.2 for
these three stars are measured from the absorption minimum, and not the veiled
photospheric continuum (as is the case for the other stars).
Some of the Ca II line profiles can be separated into two components: a narrow
(FWHM ~ 25 kms" 1 ) component at line center, and a broad component (FWHM >
100 km s_1 ) that dominates at high veilings. Previous studies have indicated that
these components are likely formed in different regions (Hammann & Persson 1992,
Batalha et al. 1996). We are particularly concerned with the analysis of the broad line
components, as they may be formed in the accretion flow. In order to separate out
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the narrow component emission, we have fitted each profile using a multiple gaussian
decomposition routine. The decomposition is described more fully in section 3.2.2, as
it applies to the Ca II triplet lines (as well as the He I lines).
Morphologically, the total Ca II line profiles of the sample exhibit three distinct
behaviors. For convenience, we will hereafter refer to these as type B, type AT, and type
BN. Type N profiles (AA Tau, DN Tan, and GK Tau) contain no broad component
emission, but show a narrow component emission line core inside of the photospheric
absorption. These profiles are essentially identical to that of the weak-line TTS, albeit
with somewhat stronger emission. Type BN profiles (BP Tau, UY Aur, DS Tau, and,
nominally, DL Tau) show both a broad and narrow component
. Finally, type B profiles
(CW Tau, DG Tau, DR Tau, and RW Aur) show only broad component emission,
often with large line wings and the largest line widths in the sample. Of these, only
DR Tau displays the characteristic non-rotating magnetospheric emission profile; the
others in this category show blueshifted absorption suggesting a wind.
Unfortunately, each of the triplet lines is blended with a Paschen line; the con-
tamination is considerable for the stars with high veilings. We have estimated the
strength of the Paschen components by interpolating from the equivalent widths of
unblended Paschen lines near the calcium triplet. We checked this approximation
by using a gaussian decomposition routine on BP Tau, the star with the most easily
deblended lines (see section 3.2.2 for a description of the decomposition procedure).
The fitted gaussian equivalent widths agreed to within 10% of the approximate in-
terpolated values. The Ca II equivalent widths listed in Table 3.2 are measured from
the deblended profiles.
3.2.1.4 He I
The helium emission lines behave in a qualitatively similar way to the calcium
triplet. The A5876 line (Fig. 3.5) is the dominant line in all the spectra, although
two other transitions (A6678 and A7065) are also in emission in most of the stars and
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have nearly identical profiles. As with the Ca II fines, He I shows emission separable
into two components, narrow and broad (Hamann & Persson 1992; Batalha et al.
1996). The number of objects that show both components (about half the sample) is
greater than for Ca II
- the narrow component does not go away at higher veilings,
although the broad component again does not appear in the objects with the lowest
veilings. CW Tan is the only object with type B profiles in He I (no narrow component
emission); however, it is extremely atypical in that the line centroids are extremely
blueshifted (at about the same velocity as the blue peak in the other emission lines).
3.2.1.5 O I
Two permitted atomic oxygen lines, A7773 and A8446, appear in emission in the
sample. Strikingly, a cursory comparison of the profiles in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 reveals
that the A7773 line is a much more sensitive indicator of infall - 5/7 stars with the
line in emission show a redshifted absorption component, which in some cases is the
dominant part of the profile. The BP Tau spectrum actually resolves the triplet lines
that comprise the A7773 blend; the peak velocities of the components are consistent
with that of the A8446 line (~ 5 kms^ 1 blueward of line center).
3.2.2 Profile decomposition
In order to differentiate the two-component behavior of the Ca II and He I lines,
we decomposed the line profiles into their constituent components using the IRAF
task ngaussfit. For the infrared triplet, each line profile was fit using three gaussian
components (narrow, broad and blended Paschen). The FWHM, peak wavelength,
and peak flux of the narrow and broad components were all free parameters. In most
cases, the FWHM and peak flux for the Paschen component were initially constrained
from nearby unblended Paschen lines. The fits to BP Tau and DS Tau are shown
in figure 3.9. The same procedure was used on the helium lines, albeit without a
Paschen component.
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The profiles are matched very well with just simple gaussians, especially on the red
wings. Of conrse, if the broad component is emitted by the magnetospheric How, one
does not expect a simple ganssian form for the profile, but rather a profile that is more
asymmetric to the blue (indeed, the ganssian fit is not as good on the blue wings).
Thus, instead of using the broad component fit parameters, we subtracted the narrow
and Paschen gaussian components from the total profile, yielding a subtracted, non-
gaussian residual profile that we use for the broad component statistics. Table 3.3
lists the equivalent widths for the gaussian narrow component (NC) and the residual
broad component (BC). In the cases of the Ca II type B line profiles, the Paschen
blend could not be fit accurately, and (by definition) no narrow component emission
is evident. The equivalent widths shown for these stars are just the total, adjusted for
the Paschen emission by the approximate interpolation scheme mentioned in section
3.2.1.3. The subtracted broad components of many of the objects show the telltale
signatures of magnetospheric infall: blueward asymmetry, large linewidth, central or
slightly blueshifted peak, and (in a few cases) redshifted absorption at typical free-fall
velocities.
3.2.3 Correlations
We first compare the average veiling (i.e., the average of all of the veiling mea-
surements over the full wavelength range) of each star in our sample to the previously
measured accretion rates in order to assess how well our measured red veilings reflect
the accretion luminosity (Fig. 3.10). GHBC have made the most recent determina-
tions of the accretion rates of CTTS in Taurus by measuring the blue excess continuum
(veiling) where most of the accretion luminosity is emitted. However, they do not list
values for the stars with the highest veilings in our sample because of the uncertainty
in determining the underlying stellar photosphere. For these stars, we use values from
previous work (Valenti et al. 1993; Hartigan et al. 1995). Table 3.1 lists these accre-
tion rates for each CTTS in our sample. GHBC argued that the values of Hartigan et
1
(
)
al. (1995) were overestimated by greater than a factor of 10 because of disc repanc ies
in the geometry (they used a boundary layer rather than a magnetospherie accretion
shock) and the extinction. For Figure 3.10, in order to bring the accretion rates more
in line with GHBC, we adjusted the Hartigan et al. results by a factor whic h accounts
for all the discrepancies (0.07, as calculated by GHBC).
The comparison between the accretion rate and veiling shows that they are well
correlated. This suggests that at the epoch of our line profile observations, most of
our program stars had accretion rates reasonably consistent with the older accretion
rate values from the literature. Thus, our use of these accretion rates in lieu of the
measured veiling in assessing accretion rate indicators (§3.3.2) is justified.
We next compare the emission line equivalent widths to the veiling at each line
(Fig. 3.11). As directly measured, the line equivalent width is a function of the total
continuum flux, which is the combination of the photospheric continuum and the
excess continuum from the accretion shock. In order to measure the equivalent width
relative to the stellar photosphere, and thus eliminate the effects of the veiling on
the line strength, a correction must be made. The ratio of the equivalent width of
the line with respect to the unveiled photosphere, W0 , to the equivalent width of the
veiled line, Wr , is a simple func tion of the veiling, r:
wr l+r (3/2)
(Johns-Krull k Basri 1997). Thus, to obtain the "true" line equivalent width, we
simply multiply the measured value by the factor 1 + r. The subsequent correlation
plots all use this veiling-corrected equivalent width.
Most of the lines show a general trend of increasing equivalent width with in-
creasing veiling. The strongest lines, namely Ha, Ca II, and He I, appear to saturate
at high veilings. Two lines, () I A7773 and Na D, show no correlation with veiling,
mostly because they are strongly affected by redshifted and blueshifted absorption,
respectively. The three profile types in Ca II and He I are differentiated with respect
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to the veiling. The least-veiled stars have low equivalent widths, and are all of type
N. The stars with intermediate veiling have stronger equivalent widths that are more
correlated with veiling, and are mostly of type BN. The most highly-veiled stars
have high equivalent widths that do not seem to correlate with veiling, and they have
very broad profiles with no evident narrow component of emission (type B).
We also plot the veiling-corrected equivalent widths of various lines against each
other in Figure 3.12. O I A8446 seems correlated with Pa 11, suggesting a common
emitting region (a point further supported by the remarkable similarity in their line
profiles). Lines from two different series of hydrogen, Ha and Pa 11, are very well-
correlated (except for one object, BP Tau, which has surprisingly strong Ha emission).
The broad components of He I and Ca II are somewhat anti-correlated at large line
strengths, while their narrow components are essentially uncorrelated.
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Line Emission Origin - Magnetospheric Infall?
Previous studies have suggested that most of the broad emission lines share a
common emitting region. Hamann & Persson (1992) presented a survey of red spectra
of YSOs, including CTTS with high inferred accretion rates. They postulated that
the emission region of the broad components of the Ca II infrared triplet and the
O I lines is an extended envelope with large turbulent velocities, separate from the
stellar surface, while the Ca II narrow components result from chromospheric activity
on the star. Johns & Basri (1997) show a correlation in line strength between the
broad components of He I and Ca II for a time series of spectra of the CTTS DF Tau.
Finally, Gullbring et al. (1996) analyzed profile variations for BP Tau, which showed
a correlation in the variation of the red wings of Ha, H/3, and the broad component
of the Ca II triplet. These correlations all indicate a common emitting region,
^atalha et al. 1996 also found a correlation of broad line strengths with veiling.
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We defer a detailed modeling analysis to Chapter 5, where we will present exten-
sive model results covering a wide range in parameter space for several of the broad
emission lines seen in our echelle spectra, as well as examine effects not included in
the treatment covered in Chapter 2, such as rotation and different geometries. Never-
theless, it is of interest to see whether the magnetospheric models for the Balmer lines
predict significant emission in other lines, and whether the infall model qualitatively
predicts reasonable profiles. We have calculated some models of several different
atomic species using the treatment developed in Chapter 2; we show these model
calculations along with the observed profiles of BP Tau in Figure 3.13. In each case,
an 8-level atom was used. The fluxes of the upper Balmer lines, E(3 and H7 , in BP
Tau are well-matched by the magnetospheric model with maximum gas temperature
T = 10,000 K, and magnetosphere inner and outer radii rh r0 = 2.2, 3 For the
accretion rate, we used the value calculated by GHBC from the blue excess (Table
3.1).
Using just this one set of parameters, the model profiles are in good agreement with
the observations of Na D, the Ca II IR triplet, and O I for BP Tau. The line strengths
are well within an order of magnitude in agreement. The line widths, the ratio of the
two sodium D lines, and the velocity of the redshifted absorption component in the
O I A7773 line are well-matched. We note that the model A7773 line is much stronger
because the term producing the triplet was treated as one transition (with oscillator
strength / = 0.922).
Figure 3.13 shows that even the ideal, nonrotating, axisymmetric dipole field ge-
ometry of the radiative transfer models successfully reproduces the profiles of broad
emission lines of several different atomic species in the case of BP Tau. We infer from
similarities in profile morphology that these lines in several other stars in the sample
not yet modeled (e.g. DS Tau, UY Aur, DR Tau) also arise from the magnetosphere.
Figure 3.12 suggests a correlation between O I A8446 and Paschen 11 line strengths
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for our sample. Together with the similarity of their profiles to the modeled magneto-
spherie profiles, this points to an origin in the infalling zone. However, many objects
have line profiles that deviate to varying degrees from the magnetospheric archetype;
we will discuss these individually at the end of this section. We also note that even
in the case of BP Tau, the observed and model linewidths at zero intensity are not
in complete agreement. The observed profiles are somewhat broader, especially in
the blue wing, than what the magnetospheric model predicts given a stellar mass
derived from the evolutionary tracks of D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994). The velocity
of the redshifted component in the O I A7773 line of BP Tau is well-matched by the
model, but is not necessarily indicative of exact agreement of the stellar mass given
uncertainties in the geometry (especially inclination effects - the line of sight may not
be aligned with the ballistic inflow). Nevertheless, the apparent narrowness of the
model profiles may be due to line broadening mechanisms, which the the model does
not take into account. These issues are addressed fully in Chapter 5.
3.3.2 Magnetospheric Accretion Diagnostics
Here, we would like to demonstrate qualitatively how the lines of different atomic
species can be used to constrain the physical parameters of the line emitting region
(i.e., the magnetosphere). As explained in the previous section, the models in fig-
ure 3.13 use the parameter set that gives a close match to the observed Balmer line
fluxes for BP Tau. The Na D lines are very sensitive to temperature; their strength
varies inversely to temperature since sodium is nearly completely ionized in the tem-
perature regime expected for accreting magnetospheres. This behavior is opposite
that of the hydrogen lines. Thus, a comparison between hydrogen and sodium emis-
sion can yield fairly good constraints on the gas temperature in the accretion flow;
we derive a value of about 10,000 K for BP Tau.
Similar comparisons can be made with the other emission lines. An examination
of the 0 I A7773 and A8446 lines should be especially interesting, since they have
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very different sensitivities to the redshifted absorption infall signature. Herbig &
Soderblom (1980) first mentioned the strong redshifted absorption in A7773, as ob-
served in RW Aur and DR Tan, and questioned whether the metastability of the lower
level of the transition caused the fine to be affected by mass infall. Our larger sample
of CTTS seems to support this suggestion, although further model calculations are
needed to provide stronger evidence.
Line ratios of the Ca II triplet and He I lines may also be useful diagnostics of
the line emitting region. Figure 3.14 shows line ratio diagrams of both the Ca II
triplet and the three He I lines in emission in the sample, for the narrow and broad
components. Given the small number of objects, especially those with both line
components present, any trends shown here are suggestive only. In the ratio diagrams
for the calcium triplet, the three profile types described in section 3.1.3 are delineated.
The stars with type N profiles have similar line ratios, while the three stars with type
BN profiles have widely different ratios which anticorrelate with veiling. These three
stars also have similar ratios in their broad and narrow components, which is not what
one would necessarily expect if they are formed in different regions. The objects of
type B, with only broad components, are also somewhat grouped together in the ratio
diagram, with a similar spread of values in both A8498/A8542 and A8662/A8542 (but
no correlation with veiling). As for the helium lines, no real trends are apparent.
Most of the narrow component lines are near the optically thin ratio values. Two of
the four stars with both components (DR Tau and RW Aur) show clearly different
line ratios between the two components. Edwards and collaborators also find different
line ratios between the two components of He I for a much larger sample of CTTS
(S. Edwards, private communication).
3.3.3 Accretion Rate Indicators
Perhaps the most important diagnostic to look for in these lines is an indicator
of the accretion rate. Such a diagnostic would be an extremely useful surrogate
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to the usual method of determining the accretion rate Iron, measurements of the ho,
blue continuum excess. Using emission lines in the red or infrared, one c an potentially
measure the accretion rate in objects for which the optical veiling cannot be measured,
namely heavily extincted or higher-mass stars.
The standard means of calculating the accretion rate involves measuring the ac-
cretion luminosity from the hot UV/blue excess continuum (GHBC). Since we cannot
measure this directly from our spectra, we use previously determined values of the
accretion rate (modified as necessary, as explained in section 3.2.3) for our object
stars. We feel confident that these values are generally applicable, given the reason-
able correlation between the accretion rate and the average veilings in our spectra
(Fig. 3.10). We would also like to obtain an estimate of the pure line fluxes, since
they are independent of the stellar continuum (unlike the line equivalent widths). We
thus estimate the continuum flux from mean photometric magnitudes in V, R, and
/ (whichever band is appropriate for a given line) from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995;
hereafter, KH), and previously published values of the extinction (Valenti et al. 1993;
GHBC).
The resulting total emission line fluxes are shown in Figure 3.15 as a function
of the accretion rate. All four lines plotted show some trend of increasing flux with
increasing accretion rate, but the Ca II A8542 line in particular shows a strikingly
tight correlation. The fluxes span a range of nearly four orders of magnitude over
the observed range of accretion rates, so a calibration between the line flux and the
accretion rate should in principle be relatively straightforward. This could then be
applied to samples of stars without currently known values of the accretion rate.
The calcium infrared triplet lines provide an excellent accretion rate diagnostic since
they are considerably less affected by extinction than, for example, the Balmer lines.
However, low-resolution spectroscopy cannot resolve the lines in stars with the lowest
veilings (S.E. Strom, private communication), hence they would only effectively probe
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higher than average accretion rates (> UT* M0 yr^). Likewise, Paschen 11 and
O I A8446 show a threshold-like behavior at this mean value; at lower accretion
rates, those lines do not appear in emission at all. There appears to be no c lear line
diagnostic of the accretion rate for the entire range of veilings in our sample without
resorting to high-resolution spectroscopy.
3.3.4 Discrepancies
Finally, we discuss digressions from the magnetospheric paradigm. Several CTTS
in the sample display few if any broad emission lines that clearly exhibit the blue
asymmetry and redshifted absorption features expected of lines formed in an accreting
magnetosphere. CW Tau is especially unusual; a blueshifted absorption component
appears, at similar velocities, in almost every broad emission line. Its He I lines are
extremely blueshifted, with a velocity centroid Av ~ -150 kins" 1
. CW Tau is further
distinguished from the rest of the sample in that it is a rapid rotator (27 kins-') and
is of an earlier spectral type (K3, as opposed to K7-M0 for most of the others). We
note that the velocity of the blueshifted emission peak in the 0 I and Ca II lines, as
well as the centroid of the He I lines, is similar to the blueward bump in the [O I]
A6300 line. This suggests that at least part of the permitted line emission for this
star may form in the wind; however, a very large temperature range (5000 - 20,000
K) is required to produce both [O I] and He I emission.
Most of the broad lines of DG and DL Tau exhibit symmetric or slight redward-
asymmetric profiles, which is opposite the behavior shown for axisymmetric, dipolar
accreting magnetospheres. Occultation from the disk will hide more of the material
moving slowly off the disk away from the observer, resulting in more low-velocity
emission shortward of line center. Redshifted absorption caused by high-velocity
infalling material along the line of sight to the hot accretion shock further enhances
the blue asymmetry. DG and DL Tau are the only stars in the sample without clear
redshifted absorption components in any of their strong broad emission lines (even
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the O I A7773 line, which is the most sensitive indicator of infall). Clearly, the ideal
magnetospheric picture is inadequate in explaining these features, and some other
model must be considered. The DG Tan spectrum is littered with strong, flat-topped
Fe I lines, often blended with the lines presented here, and also has very strong
forbidden line emission. These last features are indicative of a very strong wind
(Edwards et al. 1987; Cabrit et al. 1990; Hartigan et al. 1995), which may emit
additional line emission, as well as produce blueshifted absorption.
3.4 Summary
We have analyzed echelle spectra of a sample of classical T Tauri stars with a
wide range of optical veilings. The wavelength coverage enabled us to study a large
assortment of broad emission lines of atomic hydrogen and metallic species, including
calcium, sodium, helium, and oxygen. From these data, we find the following results.
(1) The good agreement between the observed line profiles of Na D, the Ca II infrared
triplet, and the oxygen and Paschen lines in BP Tau, and model profiles calculated
using a consistent parameter set, strongly argues for the formation of these lines
in the magnetospheric infall zone. By extension, similarities in profile morphology
provide a similar argument in the case of DR Tau, UY Aur and DS Tau. (2) The O
I lines are probably magnetospheric in origin; the A7773 line is extremely sensitive
to infall, with redshifted absorption appearing in 5/7 stars which show the line in
emission. The A8446 line correlates with Paschen 11, suggesting a common formation
region. (3) Modeling lines of several different atomic species can constrain physical
parameters; preliminary models of Na D and hydrogen lines indicate gas temperatures
of about 10,000 K in the case of BP Tau. (4) The Ca II infrared triplet line fluxes
are good indicators of the accretion rate for stars with average or higher veilings
(r > 0.2). (5) Three stars show broad emission lines which do not agree with the
typical magnetospheric emission profile. Wind-related phenomena not included in
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the models, either additional emission or blueshifted absorption, may affect the 1
profiles in the most active stars
- which are likely to have the highest mass loss rates.
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Table 3.1 Stellar Parameters For Eehelle Sample
Object Spectral Type Av 1 log M (A/,, yr~ l yAA Tau K7 0.74
-8.48
BP Tau K7 0.51
-7.54
CW Tau K3 2.4a
-8.8a
DG Tau K7-M0 1 .0"
-5.76
DL Tau K7 1.35a
-7.63n
DN Tau MO 0.25
-8.46
DR Tau K7 1.0"
-5.1 6
DS Tau K5 0.34
-7.89
GK Tau K7 0.94
-8.19
RW Aur K3 1.2a
-6.47s
UY Aur K7 1.26 -7.18
'Extinctions and accretion rates from GHBC except as noted:
(a) from Valenti et al. (1993);
(b) from Hartigan et al. (1995).
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Table 3.3 Line Component Equivalent Widths
He I Ca II
A8662
A5876 A6678 A7065 A8498 A8542
Object NC BC NC BC NC BC NC BC NC BC NC^BCAATau 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 ~05 O0 07 0 0 05 oTBPTau 1.9 8.6 0.5 2.0 0.5 2.0 1.1 4.5 1.8 8 8 1 3 6 5CWTau 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 19.0 0.0 16.6 0 0 11 3DGTau 0.0 1.6 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 29.8 0.0 34.1 0 0 30 3DLTau 0.7 5.2 0.3 1.8 0.2 1.3 <0.1 44.8 <0.1 49.0 <0 1 38 0
DNTau 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.0 0 5 0 0
DRTau 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.0 23.0 0.0 25.8 0 0 21 8
DS Tau 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.5 2.1 0.7 3.2 0.6 2 7
GK Tau 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.5 0 0
RWAur 0.3 0.5 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.5 0.0 48.1 0.0 49.2 0.0 39 2
UY Aur 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.7 0.2 2.3 0.2 2 1
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PC
Figure 3.1 Observed Hrv line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as measured near
the line.
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Figure 3.2 Observed Paschen 11 line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as mea-
sured near the line. All profiles are residual (with the photospherie template sub-
tracted).
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Figure 3.3 Observed Na D line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as measured
near the line. The stellar photospheric velocity for each line is marked by a dotted
line. All profiles are residual (with the photospheric template subtracted).
G4
Figure 3.4 Observed profiles of the Ca II infrared triplet line A8542, in order of
increasing veiling as measured near the line. All profiles are residual (with the pho-
tospheric template subtracted).
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Figure 3.5 Observed He I A5876 line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as mea-
sured near the line. All profiles are residual (with the photospheric template sub-
tracted).
xny aAi]B{9j
Figure 3.6 Observed 0 I A7773 line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as measured
near the line. All profiles are residual (with the photospheric template subtracted).
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Figure 3.7 Observed 0 I A8446 line profiles, in order of increasing veiling as measured
near the line. All profiles are residual (with the photospheric template subtracted).
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CHAPTER 4
A BR7 PROBE OF DISK ACCRETION IN T TAURI STAR, amoEMBEDDED YOUNG STELLAF.Sis ^
In this chapter, we present observations of Pa/3 and Br7 for a sample of classical T
Tauri stars in Taurus, and find a tight correlation between the emission line luminosi-
ties and the accretion luminosity as measured from the hot continuum excess. We use
the Br7 luminosity correlation to calculate accretion luminosities in highly-reddened
young stars with existing line measurements. The distribution of accretion luminosi-
ties is similar in Taurus and Ophiuchus Class II sources. For the deeply embedded
Class I objects, the accretion luminosities are in general less than the bolometric
luminosities, which implies that the disk accretion rates are significantly lower than
the envelope infall rates. We find that the central sources of many Class I objects are
quite similar to their Class II counterparts.
4.1 Prelude
- Accretion Rate Probes for Embedded Protostars
The mass accretion rate is an essential parameter in studying pre-main sequence
stellar evolution. As a function of time, the accretion rate traces the accretion of
circumstellar material onto a young stellar object, and can be used to constrain mod-
els of disk evolution (Hartmann et al. 1998 - hereafter, HCGD). Previous studies
(Bertout, Basri, k Bouvier 1988; Basri k Bertout 1989; Hartigan et al. 1991; Valenti
et al. 1993; Hartigan, Edwards, k Ghandour 1995; Gullbring et al. 1998 - here-
after, GHBC) have estimated the accretion rate for classical T Tauri stars (CTTS)
in Taurus, with varying methods and assumptions.
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The most obvious tracer of the accretion rate is the infrared excess continuum
emission cansed by viscons dissipation in the disk. However, disk reprocessing of
the incident stellar radiation also results in an infrared excess, and cannot be easily
disentangled from the accretion excess, especially at low and moderate accretion rates
(Kenyon & Hartmann 1987). The most reliable accretion rate estimates have been
determined by measuring the blue continuum excess emission observed in CTTS.
This excess was originally thought to be emission from a boundary layer between
the accretion disk and the central star (Bertout, Basri, & Bouvier 1988; Basri &
Bertout 1989), although more recent investigations have supported a magnetOspheric
accretion scenario where the blue excess is emitted by an accretion shock where disk
material infalling along magnetic field lines impacts the stellar surface (Calvet &
Hartmann 1992; Edwards et al. 1994; HHC; Calvet & Gullbring 1998). In either
case, the hot continuum excess is a result of the energy of the accreting material, and
should therefore be a direct measure of the accretion rate. GHBC carefully measured
accretion luminosities in CTTS using extracted blue excess spectra; in the process,
they obtained the stellar properties (mass and radius) and thus derived accretion
rates. They also found that accretion luminosities could be determined from [/-band
photometry, providing a more easily obtainable diagnostic.
However, measurements of the blue excess are possible only for stars with relatively
low extinction. Some other tracer of the accretion luminosity/rate that is less affected
by extinction is necessary for studying heavily-reddened sources. We have begun to
investigate emission line diagnostics of accretion in CTTS. Radiative transfer models,
in combination with high-resolution spectra, have shown that the broad permitted
emission lines exhibited by CTTS are formed in the infalling magnetospheric flow
(HHC). Thus, one would expect the line strengths to depend on the accretion rate;
we have discovered that this is the case for the Ca II infrared triplet (Chapter 3).
To study heavily-reddened objects, we need to consider emission lines at even longer
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the earHest stages of star formation and disk evolution. There are several major
questions that have yet to be addressed satisfactory, including the nature of the
central source and the fraction of the final stellar mass that is^ durfng ^
embedded phase. One important issue is the luminosity problem first reported by
Kenyon et ah (1990). One can roughiy estimate an accret.on rate from infall (Kenvon
et al. 1990). In Taurus, the typical age of an embedded source has been estimated
to be
~ 10= yr (Myers et a.. 1987; Kenyon et al. 1990), while the TTS population
is
~
106 yr. In order to build a typical mass (0.5 Me ) TTS, the time-averaged
accretion rate for embedded stars is then ~ 5 x 10- Me yr~\ This estimate is further
supported by SED fitting of infall models (Kenyon et al. 1993a). and is consistent with
the theoretical predictions of collapse for conditions in the Taurus-Auriga molecular
cloud (Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987). The equivalent accretion luminosity (LQ„ =
GM.M/R,), using a value for M./R, assuming the typical embedded source lies on
the birthline, is ~ 20 L0 , which is an order of magnitude greater than the typical
observed luminosity I ~ 1 L<s . Thus, there is a large discrepancy between the
expected accretion luminosity from infall and the maximum observed luminosity,
implying that the stellar accretion rate (if L = L„„) is less than the envelope infall
rate. Kenyon et al. (1990) suggested that a likely solution to the luminosity problem
is that the mass infall rate does not actually measure the rate of accretion onto the
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central protostar, but rather the rate of accretion onto the disk. Material must then
accumulate in the disk until instabilities produce episodic FU Orionis outbursts with
M
~ 10- MB yr-K The assumption that L = £M b far from certain
_
however .
independent estimates of the disk accretion rate and luminosity in Class I objects are
essential.
4.2 Observations and Data Reduction
In order to calibrate a possible line luminosity vs. accretion luminosity correlation,
we chose a sample of Taurus CTTS for which the accretion rate has already been
measured. The sample includes 19 stars with accretion rates determined by GHBC
from their observations of the blue excess spectra, and an additional 11 stars with
accretion rates measured from the U-band excess (HCGD). Table 4.1 lists the sample
objects, along with their extant infrared magnitudes, extinctions, and accretion rates.
We also observed two weak-line T Tauri stars (WTTS) in order to compare the
behavior of the lines between accreting and non-accreting systems. Observations
were done with the infrared Cryogenic Spectrometer (CRSP) on the 2.1 m telescope
at KPNO on January 9-12, 1998. We observed both Pa/3 and Br7 for each object,
with wavelength ranges 1.22 - 1.32 //m and 2.08 - 2.22 mn, centered on each line,
respectively. The resolution of the spectra is R ~ 800. We show some representative
spectra in Figure 4.1.
The spectra were reduced using the standard IRAF routines. 1 Each object was
observed at each line in two pairs of offset positions; the offset pairs were subsequently
differenced (after flat-fielding) to remove background telluric emission lines. Each
differenced spectrum was then wavelength calibrated using comparison lamp spectra,
with an accuracy of about 1 A (the Br7 calibration was slightly less accurate due to the
'IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract to the National Science
Foundation.
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fewer number of identifiable comparison lamp lines). Pinally
,
the„_^
by tellnric standard star spectra (of approximately the same airmass and tin,) in
order to remove telluric absorption features. This proved to be somewhat problematic
m that the usual hot star standards, preferable because of their relatively featureless
spectra, have very deep hydrogen absorption lines. Thus, in addition to the hot star
standards, we elected to observe later-type (late-G and early-K) dwarf stars, which
have far less Pa/3 absorption and virtually no Br7 absorption. Although the spectra of
these standards are not featureless and contain many photospheric absorption features
which will contaminate the division, we are primarily interested only in the hydrogen
emission fines themselves. Thus, the rest of the observed spectrum is effectively
sacrificed using late-type stars for telluric division. Before dividing into each object
spectrum, we manually removed the Pa/3 absorption from the standard spectra by
interpolating across the continuum to either side of the line. This may leave any
telluric absorption near the line uncorrected. As a check, we compared the standard
spectra as a function of airmass and saw no obvious feature growing in strength more
than about 5 percent of the hydrogen absorption line.
4.3 Calibration
The measured equivalent widths of Pa/3 and Br7 are shown in Table 4.2. Typical
measurement errors are about 0.3 A, as estimated by repeated measurements of each
line. A few of the CTTS, including IP Tau and DN Tau, exhibit weak Pa/3 emission
that only partially fills in the photospheric absorption (see Fig. 4.1). To measure
the total emission, we subtracted the spectrum of a WTTS, which exhibits no Pa/3
emission, in order to remove the photospheric absorption feature. We used two dif-
ferent template stars, LkCa 7 and V819 Tau (both with spectral type K7, the typical
spectral type of our sample), and got similar results. Lower limits indicate the lack
of measurable emission in excess of the WTTS template. All but one of the CTTS
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in the sample, which by definition are actively accreting show P, rtun8' n r&p m emission; most
(26/30) show Br7 in emission.
'nnined
The CTTS sample was drawn from stars with known accretion rates, dete
either from blue excess spectrophotometry (GHBC. Calvet & Gullbring ,998) or V
hand photometry (HCGD). Tabic 4, indicates these two groups. Figure ,.2 shows
the Pa/3 and Br7 equivalent widths plotted as a function of the accretion rate A
general trend of increasing equivalent width with increasing accretion rate can be
seen, although there is considerable scatter.
The equivalent width is not a straightforward diagnostic since it is not a measure
of the line strength alone, but also depends on the continuum. Thus, we estimated the
line flux using our measured equivalent widths, extinctions from GHBC and HCGD,
and mean photometric magnitudes (J for the Pa/? continuum, K for the Br7 contin-
uum) from KH. The line fluxes for both Pa/3 and Br7 are extremely well-correlated
with the accretion rate (Fig. 4.3). We note that the typical dispersions in the J and
K magnitudes are ~ 0.1 - 0.2 magnitudes (KH), suggesting that time variability of
the continuum will not affect our flux estimates substantially. Overplotted are results
from our magnetospheric accretion models. Using the same parameters as those that
matched the Balmer emission lines, the model line fluxes can account for the ob-
served infrared line emission, supporting our contention that these lines are produced
in magnetospheres.
In Figure 4.3, we distinguish between the stars with M determined from spec-
trophotometry and stars with M determined from [/-band photometry. We expect
the spectrophotometry to yield more accurate accretion rates since the data are si-
multaneous and the extinctions are estimated directly from the spectra, while the
U excesses are calculated from mean t/-magnitudes and extinctions estimated from
mean V — R colors (neglecting the effects of veiling). The correlation is much tighter
when one only considers the stars with spectrophotometric accretion rates. Two stars
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ff ehe trend, FQ Tau an, FV Tan. The extinctions, extr )v imp0,
tant ,n determining deadened V magnitudes and thus b ^
uncertain for these sta* (and in the case of FV Tau, extremely iarge). The 4V de
rived for FQ Tau from its V—R color (used in HGCD) is ch larger than that listed
W KH <3 '35 a,Kl L87
'
reSPeCtiW,y)
'
Th"s
'
tbe hne fluxes and accretion luminosities
both dependent on the extinction, should be called into question for these stars
We next make a more direct comparison of line and accretion luminosities The
accretion luminosity (La„) is more straightforward than the accretion rate since one
does not need to know a pnon the stellar mass and radius. GHBC found a good cor-
relation between the {/-band luminosity and the accretion luminosity, which formed
the basis for derivingM from {/-band photometry. Figure 4.4 shows an analogous plot
of Laec versus the Pa/J and Br7 line luminosities (here we use only the spectrophoto-
metric data). Again, there is an excellent correlation, indicating that a measurement
of the line luminosity directly measures Lacc . Once the stellar parameters, M, and
R,, are known, M can then be calculated. From a least-squares fit of the data, taking
into account estimated errors in both dimensions, we get
log (Lacc/Le ) = (1.14 i 0.16) log (LPa0/Le ) + (3.15 ± 0.58)
, (4.1)
log (Lacc/L& ) = (1.26 ± 0.19) log (LBn/Le ) + (4.43 ± 0.79) . (4.2)
Errors for the accretion luminosity were taken to be about 0.2 dex typically (up to
0.5 dex for the low-luminosity stars like IP Tau), and errors for the line luminosities
were estimated from our measurement uncertainties and the scatter in the ./ and K
magnitudes used to compute the mean magnitudes in KH.
The lac k of simultaneity between our observations and the spectrophotometry
from which L„rr was determined is a potential problem because of variability. How-
ever, we do not feel that this has a significant effect on the line luminosity - L„
correlations for the following reasons. First, simply finding such a tight correlation -
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"> luminosity between the two „R
and UV) datasets on average were not greater than the breadth of the correlat
If variety introduced a tru.y ,arge uncertainty in comparing the two datasets
would expect any correlation to be degraded, not enhanced. Second, and most impor
tantly, past quantitative estimates of intrinsic variability in both accretion luminosity
and infrared line luminosity are not large enough to significantly affect the correla-
tions. Typical veiling variations (and, correspondingly, variations inW are about
0.2-0.4 dex (Basri & Batalha 1990; Hartigan et al. 1991). similar to the errorbars
shown in Figure 4.4. Typ.cal line emission variations are also not a significant factor;
we observed 5 of the CTTS (AA Tau, BP Tau, DF Tan, DL Tau, and DR Tau) on
two different nights, and the changes in line flux are either similar to or lesS than the
measurement errors shown in Figure 4.4.
In order to verify that the line luminosities do indeed trace the accretion lu-
minosity, we need to rule out other causes of these correlations. We compare the
photometric magnitudes and extinctions to the accretion luminosities in Figure 4.5.
None of these quantities can fully account for the tight correlations. The J mag-
nitudes show little apparent correlation with Lacc , as one would expect since it is
primarily photospheric emission. The K magnitudes are somewhat correlated with
Lacc
,
with considerable scatter. This is probably due to disk emission from accretion
and/or stellar irradiation. However, the range of A'-band brightnesses over the range
of accretion rates is only about a factor of 6 - much less than the factor of 100 range
in line fluxes. Finally, the extinctions (at V) also show a slight correlation with Lacc
,
but the corresponding extinctions at J and K are much smaller (by factors of 0.3 and
0.1, respectively), and hence any effect on the line luminosity correlations would be
trivial.
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4-4 Application to Heavily Extiucted Sources
4.4.1 Comparison of Taurus and Ophiuchus Class II Sources
As mentioned above, the standard method „f deten„ in„lg disk mass accret.on
-es in highly reddened^ ,
_ ^^^^ ^^
-ed. I„ these cases
,
we_ app)y infrared iuminos;ty caiiteion ^
7 ^ ' Umin0SitieS t0 —- * accretion , citiesWe employ Bt7 since it is
.east affected ,v extinction. Fust we would to to cal-
culate accretion
.uminosit.es for the high* estineted Class II objects (CTTS) in the
P Ophtuchi star formation region, so we can compare to the Taurus CTTS Greene
* Lada (1906 - hereafter, GL) pubhshed near-infrared spectra of a ,arge samp,e of
young stellar objects in Ophiuchus; they detected Br7 emission in 10 Class ,1 sources
Usmg their published hue luminosities and equation (4.2), we obtain accretion lumi-
nosities for these objects (see Table 4.3). These are the first direct determinations of
the accretion luminosity for CTTS in P Oph. Figure 4.6 compares the distribution
of Laa in p Oph to the GHBC sample in Taurus. The distributions are strikingly
similar, and both peak at Laa ~ 0.1 Le . Those CTTS in Ophiuchus with the lowest
accretion luminosities are probably underrepresented here due to the detection limits
of GL; see the following subsection. However, these results suggest that there are no
gross differences in disk accretion between the two star formation regions.
4.4.2 The Accretion Luminosity in Class I Sources
Most previous work on Class I objects have relied on the assumption that the total
luminosity is dominated by the accretion luminosity. This may be an overestimate if
disk accretion rates are similar in Class I sources to CTTS, since the average CTTS
accretion luminosity is only
-10% of the total luminosity. If the accretion luminos-
ity is indeed less than the total luminosity in embedded stars, then the luminosity
problem discussed in the introduction becomes even worse.
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The near-infrared spectra of GL i„e,ude 6 Class
, objects i„ Taurus-Auriga and
20 in
, Ophiuchi with detected Br7 em.ssion; we M those^^^
b0l0metriC 1Umin°SitleS in T8ble 4 -4
'
W
« «*• that three of the Ophiuchua sources
have measurements of Lu based on infrared Hn.es only out to 20 „m or less (Wilking
et al. 1989); this clearly underestimates the total luminosity since the spectral energy
distributions of most Class I sources peak at 60 „m or more. For this reason we do
not consider these sources in the subsequent figures and analysis.
We emphasize that there is considerable uncertainty in the Class I line luminosities
due to the large extinction. Typical values for deeply embedded objects, Ay ~ 20-30
have a significant effect even at Br7 (.4, ~ 2-3). GL did not specify the extinctions
and continuum fluxes they used to convert their observed line equivalent widths to
line luminosities. We attempted to estimate their extinctions by using their equivalent
widths and
.7- and tf-band photometry from KH to compute line luminosities, and
then find the values of the extinction which reproch.ee GL's reported line ratios. From
this we determined Av -5-15, less than expected for typical embedded stars. Hence,
the accretion luminosities we derived from the Greene & Lada Br7 luminosities are
probably lower limits.
The primary difficulty in estimating extinctions to embedded stars lies in disentan-
gling the effects of absorption and scattering of the central star+disk emission by the
Mailing envelope. In the near-infrared, scattered light is the dominant component of
the observed flux, and can cause inferred extinctions to be too large. To circumvent
somewhat the problem with the extinction, we attempted to estimate line luminosities
using the GL equivalent widths and the "intrinsic" stellar /{"-magnitudes ("Ay), as
determined for Taurus-Auriga embedded objects by Kenyon et al. (19931) - hereafter,
KWGH) from the bolometric luminosity of the object. Assuming each source is near
the birthline in the HR diagram (Stabler 1983, 1988; Myers et al. 1987; Hartmann,
Cassen, & Kenyon 1997), one can then determine an approximate effective temper-
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-re, and then^ the^ ^ ^
, ^
correction (so, Gon,eZ et al. 1992; KH). T
, ass ing TTS „,„„, ,„,„^
using this technique, and used the vaiues ouo, n KWGH for the Taurus-Auriga
sources. The difference between the observed an,, intrinsic
, llaRllit„„ (,, _ ^
should then approximate the total effective extinction at K, combining the effects of
scattered light and direct absorption. Typical vaiues are K - A„ . 3, much „„„,,
consist,,,, with that expected for embedded so,,,,,, than the typical GL results ,,
~ 0.5 - 1.5 (see Table 4.4).
As a consistency check, we also tried to estimate a correction factor, CK , which
measures the total loss of flux fro,,, the root,,,, star+disk due to intervening materia!
by using the infrared veiling of photospheric features (assuming that the veiling is
due to the envelope). We can first do this using the observed A' magnitudes and
assuming an intrinsic K using typical values lor an Mil TTS (estimates of spectral
types fr„,„ bolometric luminosities and an assumed age of 10' y r give spectral types
»f lato-K and early-M for most of the Taurus embedded son,,,, - KWGH). The total
observed flux should be a combination of extincted and scattered central source light,
pins additional flux Iron, reprocessed radiation by th< vel
,
F„ (Calvet,
Hartmann, & Strom 1997). This can be expressed in terms of the veiling, defined by
Fobs = (r + l)F^e+s . (43)
The correction factor we require is just the ratio of the observed flux from the central
source to the intrinsic flux:
0 =
-jr- (4.4)
With these two equations, wo can obtain the correction factor if we know the veiling,
Converting to magnitudes at A', we get
CK = K - K* + 2.5 log(rK + 1) , (4.5)
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where K, is the totrinsic magnitude of th(,^^ ^ &^^ ^
Taurus of spectral type MO, K, ~ 8. We estimated the v*lg at A',
,,, ,,,„„
the CO absorption band indices of Casali & Eiroa (1996)
. Unlort
,,„„,„,, „ ^
only calculate C, for two sources, 040,6+2610 and Haro G-13, because of a lack
of veiling measurements. The results C,- - i j n r, h - 3.4,0.6, compare very favorably with
A
- A 0 = 3.2,0.5 (respectively).
Using the Br7 line luminosities and equation 4.2, we then get accretion luminosi-
ties for the objects listed in Table 4.4; these are plotted versus Lbol in Figure 4.7.
Two values of Lacc are shown for each object: one from the GL line luminosities and
one using the K
-
K0 extinctions. Figure 4.7 shows that the total luminosities are
on average an order of magnitude greater than the derived accretion luminosities,
consistent with typical values in TTS. However, there is a large spread between the
two different determinations of Lacc for many objects, which indicates the level of un-
certainty in the extinction towards embedded objects. The extinction is the limiting-
factor to determining accurate accretion luminosities, even with the Br> calibration.
Nevertheless, we obtain similar results for Class I objects in two quite different star
formation regions, which strongly argues for Lacc < LM
,
despite the uncertainties.
As a final check, a maximum correction factor, CK , can be determined assuming
Lacc = Lboi . The expected Br7 line luminosity can be determined from Lacc by
inverting equation 4.2. From the observed A' magnitudes and Br7 equivalent widths,
we can then estimate the correction factor as an equivalent extinction which yields
the expected line luminosity. The resultant values of CK from this method range
from 3-6 magnitudes. In many if not all cases, the values seem implausibly large. As
a consistency check, we can substitute into equation 4.5 and solve for the intrinsic
magnitude, A'*. For the two sources for which we can get the veiling at K, we derive
K* of about 6, rather than 8 (as above); if the spectral types are K or later, this would
put the stars far above the birthline in the HR diagram (and yield values for LM much
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higher than what is observed! Wo a ]on „ * <i
-serv ). e also note that a her source, 04489+3042 has
been observed with NICMOS (L. Hartinann, private co tnication), and t
, ,,
object appears as a point source in ff
, A- ^ possibly , ^^ ^^ ^
l<»w A
-
A„ value for this object (as well as the extinction used by GL, since there
s little difference in Fi^e 4.7) as the true extinction, rath,,- that, the large CK we
estimated.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Magnetospheric Accretion
Observed high-resolution line profiles of Pa/? and Br7 in CTTS (Folha et al. 1997)
and Br7 in embedded objects (Najita et al. 1996) are qualitatively consistent with
our magnetospheric model profiles (Chapters 2 and 5). The model line fluxes, shown
in Figure 4.3, also are in general agreement with our observations. However, the
models do not predict that there should be such a tight correlation of the line fluxes
with the accretion rate. Other parameters, most importantly magnetosphere size and
temperature, also have a significant effect on the line flux. Thus, the physical basis
for the correlations is not clear - it is possible that the temperature and size- of the
magnetosphere also depend on the accretion rate in such a way as to enhance the
correlation (see Chapter 5). We also note that these, models are only appropriate for
typical TTS masses and radii, which may not apply for some of the Class I sources.
Further modeling must be done to explore these problems in detail.
4.5.2 Disk Accretion and the Central Star in Class I Objects
Our results suggest that the accretion luminosity in many Class I objects is on
the order of that for the (presumably older) classical T Tauri stars. This is in conflic!
with typical steady accretion models, in which the star is built up from disk accretion
at the same rate as the infall of the protostellar envelope.
S9
Because we do not understand the physics of our Lacc - Br7 correlation well
and because our calibration sample is restricted to roughly a fixed mass, one could
argue that our estimates are misleading since they do not apply to the typical Class
I stellar mass. However, Figure 4.7 indicates that most of the central luminosity
comes from the star in most cases; then the Taurus luminosity distribution similarity
between Class I and Class II objects suggests that the two groups represent a similar
population (see KH). We then obtain a typical protostellar hnninosity of ~ 1 L0 ,
which corresponds to a stellar mass (on the birthline) of ~ 0.3 - 0.5 MR , which is
typical of Class II objects (and of our calibration sample). In addition, Kenyon et
al. (1998) found optical spectral types for several Taurus Class I sources, all of which
were M-type, roughly consistent with the median spectral type K7-M0 of the CTTS
in our calibration sample. However, we need to pursue the Lacc - Br7 correlation for
lower-mass stars to help support these results.
Another reason why we might derive a biased result is that at high accretion
rates, the magnetosphere could be crushed by the disk, eliminating the line emission.
Thus, we can apply our method only to \ow-Lacc objects. However, the method does
apply to a large fraction of the GL p Oph sample, in which about 50% each of the
Class I, flat spectrum, and Class II sources exhibit Br7 emission; no Class III sources
show any emission. These data indicate that the Br7 emission characteristics are not
significantly different among the different classes of objects, as long as the sources are
actively accreting. Moreover, the lack of detectable Br7 emission is not necessarily
due to magnetospheric crushing; at low accretion rates, the emission is hard to detect.
After smoothing our data to their resolution {R ~ 500 for about 75% of the p Oph
sample, R ~ 700 for the rest), Br7 emission with equivalent widths < 1.5-2 A cannot
be detected. This includes about half of our calibration sample, and corresponds
to most stars with less than average accretion luminosities. Of the three Taurus
sources without detected line emission, two have smaller than average bolometric
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luminosities, and so are likely to have less than average accretion 1«^id luminosities The
other, L1551 IRS5 (a suspected emMM F{J Q .^ ^ ^^
luminosity (LM = 22L&) , and may he a case of a crushed magnetos| , ,. Thus w
thmk that our calibration can provide typical results for Class I objects.
If typical T Tauri disk accretion rates (10- A/© yr~') a,s0 applv for tV^
el- I sources, there is not enough time to accrete to the final stellar mass
(given
typical TTS ages of a few x 106 vr) Additional^ tl,„ i • ,y ;. ditionally, the typical envelope infall rate is
then up to two orders of magnitude larger than the disk accretion rate; material is
rapidly piling up in the diskj and gravitationa
, ^^ ^^ ^
two consequences strongly argue for episodic accretion events (i.e., FU Ononis or EX
Orionis outbursts) at the Class I stage of evolution, in which the disk accretion rate
is several orders of magnitude higher on very short (~ 100 yr) timescales. Most of
the circnmstellar material then accretes onto the star during these brief episodes, end
perhaps in a very brief initial episode at the beginning of collapse (Henriksen, Andre,
& Bontemps 1997).
4.5.3 The Outflow Connection
Class I sources also exhibit strong outflows. A comparison of accretion and outflow
phenomena in Class I and Class II objects provides further insight into the evolution
of these objects. We take a preliminary look in Figure 4.8, which shows the variation
of the wind momentum flux as a function of accretion luminosity for both CTTS and
Class I sources. Wind momentum fluxes for the CTTS are derived from the mass loss
rates and velocities determined by Hartigan, Edwards, k Ghandour (1995) from the
[O I] X 6300 line. For the Class I sources, we used the CO outflow momentum fluxes
given in Bontemps et al. (1996) for the sources with published Br7 line luminosities.
Unfortunately, there are only a few sources with both CO momentum fluxes and
Br7 line luminosities, thus, any result gleaned from Figure 4.8 is far from conclusive.
Nevertheless, Figure 4.8 indicates that the Class I sources overlap CTTS in the level
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of wind momentum flux a,,,! its relation with the accretion luminosity. The Class
I objects may have somewhat higher momentum Huxes; however, g i ,.,„. large
dynamical timescales fc i0> yr; Saraceno et al. 1996) of the CO outflows, the CO
moment,™ flux may actually overestimate the present „,„.,, momentum flux, and so
could have been generated by outbursts during this timescale.
4.6 Summary
We have found that the emission line luminosities of Pa/3 and Bry in CTTS highly
correlate with the disk accretion rate/luminosity. Our calibration of the infrared emis-
sion line luminosity tracer provides a powerful tool for determining Lacc in Class I and
other highly-reddened objects. We have applied this calibration to a small sample of
Taurus and p Ophiuchi Class I sources with previously published Br7 measurements;
the inferred accretion luminosities are in general less than the total source luminosi-
ties, contrary to previous assumptions. This result suggests that the time-averaged
disk accretion rate is much smaller than the infall rate, supporting the notion that
periodic FU Ori outbursts are necessary to deliver the bulk of the circumstellar ma-
terial to the young star. However, we have emphasized that extinction, large even
at A" and complicated by envelope scattering in Class I objects, must be correctly
accounted for when measuring Br7 line luminosities.
Lastly, we note that the infrared line calibration has a potentially wide range of
applicability. The standard method of deriving accretion luminosities from the blue
excess is invalid in many cases other than Class I objects. In any case where the
extinction is so high that blue/UV Muxes cannot be determined accurately or not
at all (not necessarily Class I objects), this new method can be used. Also, CTTS
more massive than ~ 1.5 M0 have photospheres hot enough to effectively mask the
accretion shock emission - measurements of t he hot continuum excess are essentially
impossible in these cases. Infrared line emission is observed in these? intermediate-mass
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stars, a„dsho ,,ldbeable to,a,etheacc retlo„,
reared in order to determine whether the 8tellar a„ ( ,^^
an effect or, the line/accretion luminosity calibration.
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Tabl
Object
AA Tau
BP Tau
CY Tau
DE Tau
DF Tau
DG Tau
DK Tau
DL Tau
DN Tau
DO Tau
DR Tau
DS Tau
GG Tau
GI Tau
GK Tau
GM Aur
HN Tau
IP Tau
UY Aur
CI Tau
DH Tau
DP Tau
FM Tau
FQ Tau
FS Tau
FV Tau
FX Tau
GH Tau
Haro 6-37
IQ Tau
K7 0.74 9.42
K7 0.51 9.14
Ml 0.32 9.74
M2 0.62 9.26
M0.5 0.45 8.28
K7-M0 2.20 8.97
K7 1.42 8.88
K7 2.10 9.73
MO 0.25 9.16
MO 2.27 9.48
K7 1.60 8.95
K5 0.34 9.59
K7 0.60 8.78
K6 1.34 9.42
K7 0.94 9.02
K7 0.31 9.37
TV rK5 0.65 10.82
MO 0.32 9.91
K7 1.26 8.63
K7 1.77 9.61
Ml 1.25 9.67
M0.5 1.46 10.33
MO 0.69 10.35
M2 1.87 10.61
Ml 1.84 10.66
K5 4.72 9.51
Ml 1.08 9.16
M2 0.52 9.22
K6 2.12 9.31
M0.5 1.25 9.74
7.97
8.49
7.83
6.82
6.74
6.99
7.97
8.00
7.44
6.80
8.28
7.34
7.79
7.31
8.48
8.44
8.54
6.87
7.82
8.20
8.37
8.67
9.47
7.74
7.37
8.14
7.78
7.40
8.10
-1.60
-0.75
-1.34
-1.15
-0.45
0.70
-0.78
-0.22
-1.80
-0.22
0.44
-0.68
-1.08
-1.03
-1.46
-1.15
-1.46
-2.15
-0.57
-0.36
-1.54
-0.98
-1.36
0.34
-1.13
0.75
-2.00
-1.32
-0.10
0.90
-8.48
-7.54
-8.12
-7.58
-6.91
-G.10
-7.42
-7.00
-8.46
-6.84
-6.3
-7.89
-7.76
-8.02
-8.19
-8.02
-8.89
-9.10
-7.18
-7.19
-8.30
-7.88
-8.45
-6.45
-8.09
-6.23
-8.65
-7.92
-7.00
-7.55
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
U
U
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
^
J and K mean magnitudes from Keuyon & Hartmann (1995)
Method denotes the procedure used to determine the extinctions, accretion luminosities and
cT TnZT^eu b ' SP6CtrUm analySiS fr°m GullbrinS et aL ( 1998 ) «d Gullbring &Calvet (1998); U, photometric calibration of [/-band excess using mean magnitudes and
extinctions from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995).
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: 2JREniissio:
Object Pa/? Bn
AA Tau 3.2 1.7
BP Tau 3.0 2.2
CY Tau 3.1 2.3
DE Tau 4.2 2.0
DF Tau 9.6 4.9
DG Tau 19.1 14.1
DK Tau 4.6 1.8
DL Tau 26.2 14.6
DN Tau 1.1 0.5
DO Tau 15.4 6.1
DR Tau 21.2 7.3
DS Tau 4.8 2.5
GG Tau 5.4 2.8
GI Tau 1.5 1.5
GK Tau 1.7 0.7
Lii^%myajcnt Widths
( )]\ iaof hi j Bry
uivi Aur
~TT2~ 7.4
U]\J tv.,,fiiN iau 10.9 3.0
TP T1^,,ii iau 0.7 < 0.3
T TV A , , v.u i Aur 3.5 1.5
L/j iau 7.0 4.2
un iau 1.0 0.5
iau 7.5 3.4
r IV l 1 au 0. 1 < 0.3
FQ Tau 0.9 < 0.3
FS Tau 6.5 2.6
FV Tau 4.5 1.0
FX Tau 2.0 1.4
GH Tau < 0.3 < 0.3
Haro 6-37 5.3 2.2
IQ Tau 2.5 1.1
Table 4.3 Ophiuchus Class II Sources
=
Object logt^L,'., log LjTzT
SR24N
-4.1
DoAr25
-4.6
-I.34
SR22
-4.6
-1.34
SR24S
-3.2 0.34
GY93
-4.5
-1.22
VSS27
-4.2
-0.86
VSSG27
-4.2
-0.86
GSS39
-4.0
-0.62
EL24
-3.2 0.34
WL18
-3.8
-0.38
1 From Greene & Lada 1996.
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04361+2547
04016+2610
04239+2436
GV Tau B
04489+3042
Haro 6-13
0.46
0.57
0.09
0.77
-0.53
0.12
-1.10
-1.46
-0.62
-1.34
-1.70
-0.74
-0.24
-0.48
0.065
-0.016
-1.66
-1.32
YLW 10B
WL 12
IRS 54
WL 2
EL 29
WL 16
IRS 51
GSS 26
WL 6
WL 17
0.26
0.69
1.08
0.13
1.68
1.34
0.15
-0.15 4
0.38 4
-0.494
-0.86
-1.10
-1.34
-0.86
1.18
0.58
0.46
-0.02
-0.02
-0.50
-0.57
-0.17
0.51
-0.74
1.25
0.95
-0.83
-0.57
-0.37
-0.89
4.1
3.2
2.7
3.9
1.4
0.5
3.3
4.1
5.7
5.0
3.8
3.4
1.5
1.3
3.2
1.5
Bolometnc luminosities from Kenyon et al. (1993a) (Taurus sanrpleT^T
Greene & Meyer (1995) and Wilking et al. (1989) (p Oph sample)
Accretion luminosities derived from Greene k Lada (1996) line luminosities
' Accretion luminosities for Taurus sources derived using K - K0 extinctions
as m KWGH. Accretion luminosities for p Oph sources derived using K - K0
extinctions calculated using the same method as KWGH, with K magnitudes
from Barsony et al. (1997).
4 Bolometric luminosities highly uncertain, based on infrared fluxes only out
to 20 pm or less.
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Figure 4.1 Sample spectral at Paf] and Br7 . Included are 3 CTTS spanning a ranEeof accrefon rates, and 1 WTTS (LkCa 7). The Pa/3 spectrum of LkCa 7 and the Bryspectrum of IP Tan have been shifted down by 1500 and 700 counts, respectively fo]
clarity. All the spectra have been corrected for telluric absorption ( ee text)
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Figure 4.2 Emission line equivalent widths in A as a function of accretion rate
Filled circles: accretion rates from bine excess spectra; crosses: accretion rates fr
£/-band photometry.
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Figure 4.4 Correlation between accretion luminosities and line luminosities. See text
for discussion of error estimates.
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of observed parameters with accretion luminosity. Filled
circles: accretion rates from blue excess spectra; crosses: accretion rates from U-
band photometry.
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Figure 4.6 Distribution of accretion luminosities for Class II sources in Taurus (solid
line) and Ophiuchus (dotted line).
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the total and accretion luminosities for Class I sources.
Circles are p Oph sources; squares, Taurus sources. Open points correspond to line
luminosities from GL; filled points correspond to line luminosities using the effective
extinction values K - K0 as in KWGH.
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Figure 4.8 Wind momentum flux versus accretion luminosity. Values for CTTS
shown in open circles; values for Class I objects shown in filled circles) CTTS mo-
mentum flux from [O I] A 6300 high velocity component; accretion luminosities from
GHBC. Class I momentum flux from l2CO(2-l) outflows (Bontemps et al. 1996);
accretion luminosities from Br7 line luminosities (GL) (line indicates range including
estimate from K - A 0 for one source, 04361+2547).
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CHAPTER 5
IMPROVED MODEL TESTS AND INSIGHTS INTO ACCRETION
PHYSICS
There are some remaining problems with the magnetospheric infall interpretation
of the line emission. Strong emission lines have very broad wings, often extending
ont to ±500 km/, from line center; this is especially trne at Ho, the most optically
thick optical line (Johns & Basri 1995; Johns-Krull & Basri 1997). The previous
magnetospheric accretion models calculated in Chapter 2 could not account for this
high-velocity emission, as the line widths depended only on the infall velocity of
the gas, which for typical CTTS parameters is around 200 - 300 km/s (projection
effects cause the actual line width to be less than this in most cases). They also
predicted larger and more frequent line asymmetries, due to occupation effects, than
observations indicate. Another problem is the Balmer decrement - line ratios of Ho
and H/i given by the magnetospheric models were generally much smaller (~ 1.5 - 2,
see Chapter 2) than observed values (~ 4 - 6).
With these challenges in mind, we now critically explore the limit to which our
axisymmetric radiative transfer models can explain the observed behavior of CTTS
line emission. We have included a treatment of line broadening in order to test
whether this can produce extended wing emission, making line profiles less asymmetric
and raising the Balmer decrement. We have also added calculations for sodium as
an additional diagnostic with differing properties from the hydrogen lines. The grid
of models we present here fully explores parameter space, covering a wide range of
plausible temperatures (6000 K to 10,000 K), inclinations, the entire observed range of
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accretion rates (10-
- «n A/e and four different magnetospheric geometries
(varying both width and extent). In some additional cases, we have investigated the
effects of rotating magnetospheres, and whether rotation produces significant effects
on the line profiles. Comparing models with observations, we attempt to glean more
detailed insight into the physics of the accretion flow, and provide some constraints
to help guide more detailed theoretical models of the interaction between young stars
and their accretion disks.
5.1 Model Calculations
5.1.1 Overview
We build upon the models first presented in HHC and Chapter 2 of this work.
The following is a brief review of the relevant points retained here. We employ an
axisyrnmetric, dipolar magnetic field geometry for the accretion flow. The inner and
outer radii of the flow at the disk are free parameters, and set both the size and
extent of the flow and the boundaries of the accretion shock at the surface of the
star. The stellar photosphere and accretion shock radiation are each described by a
characteristic blackbody temperature diluted by the appropriate filling factors. For
all of the results presented here, we use the canonical T Tauri values of mass and
radius (0.5 M0 , 2 RQ ). The disk is considered opaque at all wavelengths, and we do
not include any source of radiation from it.
Given a specific geometry, the velocity field of the gas in the magnetosphere fol-
lows, assuming free-fall from the disk to the star, constrained along the magnetic field
lines. From this and an input parameter accretion rate value, we can derive the den-
sity distribution. We employ a semi-empirical temperature distribution, with a shape
determined by the density distribution (and kept relatively fixed regardless of varia-
tions in other parameters), and absolute level determined by a parametrized heating
rate that is a free parameter (see HHC for further details). Figure 5.1 shows the
velocity, density, and temperature distributions for a fiducial case; we show a larger
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than typical accretion rate for this because it provides the widest possible range of
profile behavior within the ranges of the other model parameters, as will be seen
in the next section. We also computed some models with a treatment of rotation
of the magnetosphere, which changes somewhat the poloidal velocity, density and
temperature distributions (see Fig. 5.1, and §5.1.3).
In order to compute the radiation field and souree functions, we have implemented
an extended Sobolev radiative transfer method (Rybicki & Hummer 1978; HHC). In
atmospheres with large velocity gradients, as is the case here, the radiative transfer-
can be greatly simplified since one need only consider at each point the local radi-
ation and any interactions with constant velocity surfaces. At each point r in the
atmosphere, we describe the radiation field by the mean intensity:
Ju = [1 - /5(r)]5(r) + /?c (r)/c + F(r)
, (5.1)
where 0 is the escape probability of local and continuum (stellar photosphere plus
accretion shock, described by Ic ) radiation, S is the local source function, and F is
the nonlocal term, which takes into account any contributions from constant velocity
surface crossings (see HHC).
The source function for a particular line transition is given by
Su i
2hu
c
2
3 N
tgu
-1
(5.2)
where N
t ,
Nu , gt and gu are the populations and statistical weights of the upper and
lower levels, respectively, of the transition. We use a multilevel statistical equilibrium
treatment to calculate the level populations of a given atom; the resulting source
functions are then used to calculate a new set of mean intensities, and the process is
repeated iteratively until the level population solutions converge (see Chapter 2 for
details).
Note that in the calculations presented in this chapter, we have used a 20-level
atom for hydrogen, increasing from the eight levels used in Chapter 2. We noticed
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that in the 8-level case, the uppermost few levels were overpopulated. We increased
the number of levels to twenty, so that the Br7 transition („ = 4 - 7) would not be
affected by the population inversions which appear at the uppermost levels.
5.1.2 Flux Calculation
In our previous treatments, we computed line profiles using the Sobolev approx-
imation. Thus, at each frequency, the flux is given by the sum of the emission from
the constant velocity surfaces; the intrinsic line width is ignored. This approxima-
tion may not strictly hold at all locations in the flow, especially in the outer regions
where the velocities are small. Additionally, other possible line broadening mecha-
nisms cannot be treated. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, Stark broadening may be
very important in the most optically thick lines such as Ho. Observed CTTS line
profiles typically exhibit line wings extending up to 500 km s" 1 or more (Edwards
et al. 1994; Alencar & Basri 2000; Chapter 3), a feature which cannot be explained
by infall velocities alone. In order to address these concerns, we have replaced the
Sobolev emergent flux approximation with a ray-by-ray calculation as follows.
We consider the coordinate axes p, q, z, which correspond to the disk plane coor-
dinate system rotated by the inclination angle of the line of sight. A grid of rays,
parallel to the line of sight, are described in two regions, one which intersects the star
and one which does not. For a given ray along z, the specific intensity is given by
4 - he~ Tiot + / [Vc(z) + rn(z)]e-TMdz , (5.3)
where I0 is incident radiation from the star/accretion shock, t)c and rjt are the con-
tinuum and line emissivities, respectively, at the given frequency, and z0 is either the
surface of the star or 00 (in which case, I0 = 0). The optical depth is given by
z
r{z) = - J [Xc(z) + Xi(z)]dz, (5.4)
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optica! depth, r„„,
, = % The intense, for each ray are t Integra*
projected area 4,4 to obtain the emergent flux at each frequency.
A number of modifications which reduce the con ation time are inch The
potes where each ray crosses the inner a, ,ter boundaries of the gnetosphere are
determined, and the intensity calculations are restricted to the resulting ray segments
within the magnetosphere (this was not done In the previous n Is, which did not
select out many points of zero opacity outside the gas flow). Each segn is div
evenly into ten Intervals! additional points are added wherever a cay crosses s constant
velocity surface. At each of these point s, the physical parameters such as ten rature
and density are then interpolated from the statistic <„ i,„„ calculation grid, and
the opacities and emissivities are calculated. To ensure adequate sampling of intervals
of high opacity, the calculation includes an adaptive grid technique, whereby the
interval is split into successively smaller intervals until s limiting i mm ical
depth is reached.
Tl "' details of tl pacity and issivity calculations are as follows. The com in
"'
'P^'ty emissivity include contributions from hydrogen free free and bound
free emission, II
,
and electron scattering (see Mihalas 1978 for prescriptions). The
line opacity is given by
where
mr c L guN[i
(5.6)
is t he line center opacity, and
d
- m
is the Doppler line width (al] other symbols have the usual meaning). The Voigl
function // (a, y) is given by
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t J-oo (v - y¥ + 02 ' (5.8)
(Mihalas 1978), where a = r/4,A„D , „.<„_
„
o)/Al,D , and y _ ^
damping constant, F, controls the effects of various broadening mechanisms; wo use
the prescription of Vernazza et al. (1973):
VlO" rm-V UOOO KJ + ^HlPW^J ' ( 5 "°)
where Crad
,
and Cstark are the radiative, van der Waals and Stark half-widths,
respectively, in A.
5.1.3 Treatment of Rotation
In order to explore the effects of rotation on the magnetospheric emission, we
employ a simple magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) treatment, following Mestel (1961,
1968) and Ghosh, Pethick, & Lamb (1977). Note that this treatment has not been
done for the entire grid of models, as will be explained in the next section, since its
effects are not significant for typical CTTS rotation rates. As was done originally for
the non-rotating case, we assume axisymmetric steady flow and infinite conductivity,
and also assume that the poloidal field is purely dipolar. In order to define the
velocity and density fields necessary for the radiative transfer calculations, we need
expressions for both the poloidal and azimuthal gas motions (as opposed to the non-
rotating case, which considered only poloidal motion). These can be derived from the
standard MHD equations, given the above assumptions (see Mestel 1961, 1968). The
poloidal velocity of the flow is given by
i)Bp
vP = —S (5.10)
P
where r/ is a constant along a given field line, and the poloidal field for a dipole is
Bp<R*(4-3sin>9)^
tip - -3 , (5.11)
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where Bp. is the equatorial poloidal field at the stellar surface, and r and 9 are the
polar coordinates in the plane of the rotation axis. The angular velocity of the toroidal
component is
^ = + riB+fpR
, (5.12)
where a is the angular velocity of the star (i.e., the magnetic field pattern rotates
rigidly with the star), and R is the cylindrical radius as measured from the rotation
axis.
The integral of the toroidal component of the momentum equation gives a relation
for the specific angular momentum carried by the flow (a constant along each field
line):
l = R2n- RB^ri . (5.13)
If is nonzero, then the magnetic field inside of corotation transfers angular momen-
tum to the star, and the field lines are curved in the direction of rotation. Combining
the above equations, we arrive at the following expression for the angular velocity:
n fl,- v
2
p
l/v 2
aR2Q
= i 2 I 2 ' (
5 - 14
where va = B2 /4ttp, the Alven velocity. The ratio v 2
p
/v 2
a
essentially determines the
departure from solid body rotation of the angular velocity of the gas. When the
magnetic field dominates, the infalling gas (initially rotating at Keplerian velocity
in the disk) is forced into corotation with the star; when the poloidal ram pressure
dominates, the angular momentum of the gas along each field line is conserved. For
the typical T Tauri parameters we employ, the gas ram pressure is much smaller
than the magnetic pressure, but not completely negligible. Thus, the rotation is not
strictly solid body, and the field lines are allowed to bend in the azimuthal direction.
In order to determine the angular velocity, we need to solve for the ratio v2 /vl.
The Bernoulli constant (the energy integral of the momentum equation) is given by
E = \v\ + irftf + c]lnp -
{R2
G
+
M
;2y/2
~ (5-15)
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Here c. is the sound speed, and , is the vertical height fro,,, the disk plane. Since
we are considering relatively cold flows (T £ 10, 000 K). the gas pressure is negligible
compared to the other energy sources, and we can neglect the gas pressure tern,.
With the previously defined relations, one can rewrite equation 5.15 as
( m)
\
E
-^r +—)-W +maj -2 R2V = ^ (5-16)
where m = and r = (fi2 + ,2)I/2 We usg ^ first^ rf^^^^
above the disk) in our calculation as the boundary condition to set the energy for
each field line i:
For i^(0), we use a small but nonzero value (typically ~ 10 kms" 1 ). The remain-
ing input parameters needed are the stellar angular velocity, fi„ and the magnetic
field strength (equation 5.11). For the equatorial poloidal field strength, we use the
following relation (Konigl 1991):
where Rm is the radius of the innermost field line at the disk plane. Finally, we solve
equation 5.16 for m, and compute the resulting poloidal and azimuthal velocities. The
resultant azimuthal velocity distribution for fiducial parameters and a typical CTTS
stellar rotation velocity of 10 km s^ 1 (Hartmann et al. 1986) is shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Model Results
We have calculated a grid of model line profiles for a variety of transitions, in-
cluding lines of hydrogen and sodium. The five main input parameters, including the
temperature, accretion rate, magnetosphere size and thickness, and the inclination
angle, were varied over a large range of plausible values. For all lines, we calculated
profiles using each of four different size/width geometries, characterized by the inner
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and outer boundaries of the rnagnetosphere at the disk (small/wide- R - 2 2 3 R
hereafter referred to as SW; small/narrow: Rm =2.8-3^, hereafter referred to as
SN; large/wide: Rm + 5.2 - 6 *, hereafter LW; large/narrow:
*, =58-672
hereafter LN), four inclination angles (10, 30, 60, and 75 degrees, measured from
the stellar rotation axis), and four accretion rates spanning the entire observed range
(10-
-
10- M0 For the hydrogen lines, we used four temperature levels (iden-
tical distributions with maximum temperature at 6000, 7000, 8000, and 10,000 K).
For sodium, only two temperatures were used, following constraints adopted from the
hydrogen lines. Since we will be concentrating on comparisons with T Tauri stars,
all of these models use typical TTS parameters for the stellar properties: R = 2 Rq,
M = °- 5 Me
'
Tphot = 4000 K (GHBC). Most cases use a characteristic accretion
ring temperature Tshock = 8000 K, though we also include cases with different tem-
peratures for direct comparison with observations in order to reproduce the observed
continuum veiling levels. A table of model line fluxes and files containing profile
flux versus velocity for the entire model grid can be obtained online at http://cfa-
www.harvard.edu/cfa/youngstars/models/magnetospheric_models.html. Here we show
only representative samples of the grid.
5.2.1 Hydrogen Profiles
The overall hydrogen profile asymmetries and redshifted absorption components
previously seen in HHC and the results of Chapter 2 appear in many cases, which
is to be expected since the basic geometry and physical parameters are the same.
Nevertheless, there are considerable differences from the earlier studies, especially
for the Balmer lines, due to the effects of damping wing broadening and continuum
optical depth. In Figure 5.2, we show a comparison between an "old" Ha profile,
calculated without the effects of line broadening and continuum opacity, and the new
result calculated with those effects. The line flux at maximum is about the same,
and occurs at about the same velocity (near line center), but the new calculation
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contains considerably more flux in the line wings. Emission extends to velocities
-ch higher than that produced by the infall velocities alone, ou1 to at ieast ±1000
km/s (the maximum velocity extent of the calculations). The redshifted absorption
component is completely filled in, and the overall blueward asymmetry is significantly
-meed (though still present). Clearly, our earlier models, in failing to account for
Ime broadening, are significantly lacking in flux and velocity extent at Ha, which as
we will show has important consequences for explaining the observed emission.
In light of the differences introduced by the new flux calculations, it is instructive
t« examine in detail how the profile shapes are affected by the model parameters. As
a representative sample, we have elected to focus on Hft which has line broadening
effects intermediate between that of Ho, where broadening is important in a major-
ity of eases, and the infrared lines, where broadening is important only in relatively
extreme eases. Figure 5.3 shows the appearance of H/3 as a function of temperature
(characterized by the maximum value of the distribution) and density (characterized
by the mass accretion rate), for the fiducial SW size. At the lowest temperatures
and densities in the model grid, where the line sourer functions are small compared
to the background continuum intensity, there is little if any emission and clear red-
shifted absorption. Proceeding to higher densities and temperatures, the line optical
depths and source functions increase, thus so does the line flux. Broadening from the
damping wings starts to appear and to grow larger, eventually filling in the redshifted
absorption and making the line profiles more symmetric. Finally, at the highest den-
sities and temperatures, opacity in the continuum becomes non-negligible, producing
continuum veiling emission (in excess of that from the accretion shock), and even-
tually causing the line to go into absorption (seen most strikingly at T = 104 K,
M - 10" MQ yr~ l ). There is a range of "optimal' 1 temperatures, corresponding to
two temperature cases for each accretion rate, where the emission is strong but the
optical depth is not high enough to produce overly large damping wings and contin-
1 12
uum opacity effects, in better agreement with observed profiles. We will elaborate
later on this feature of the models, which leads to constraints on the actual temper-
ature levels which must be present in CTTS, and understanding the overall energy
balance in the magnetosphere (see section 5.4.2).
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of model H/J profiles for various temperatures and
magnetosphere sizes, all at the same value of M (again, we have chosen a larger than
typical value because it best illustrates the full range of profile behavior within the
temperature ranges of our grid). In each size case, there is the same qualitative be-
havior with increasing temperature
- line strength increases, wings increase and fill
in inverse P Cygni characteristics, until at the highest temperatures the continuum
opacity results in absorption. The significant difference among the size cases lies in
the profile asymmetry and width. The large and narrow cases all have somewhat
narrower and more symmetric line profiles than our fiducial SW case, and redshifted
absorption is more difficult to produce. This behavior is mainly due to the geometry;
the SW case has the largest accretion shock filling factor, and has the largest column
density of high-velocity material through which the line of sight to the shock passes
at the inclination angle of the models shown (60°). The narrow cases, for a given
accretion rate, have higher densities than the wide counterparts, given mass flow con-
servation, hence they have higher optical depths and faster-growing damping wings.
The narrow profiles in the large magnetosphere cases are due to smaller volumes of
high-velocity gas relative to the low-velocity gas, while the increased symmetry results
from diminished occultation effects of the star and disk.
Finally, the effects of inclination angle are demonstrated in Figure 5.5. At low
inclinations, the line is relatively symmetric and narrow, because of the lack of high-
velocity gas along the line of sight and a small amount of stellar occultation. Going
to larger inclinations, one sees faster material, and more of the magnetosphere is
obscured by the star (and, to a lesser extent, the disk), while the line of sight to t he
i n
accretion shock moves through more high-velocity material. Thus, the lines bee,
broader and more ae„ric, and the redshifted absorpti
,„„„„,,,„ becomes
more prominent. The effects of inclination are so ,hat BMgfM hy ,„,„
at higher temperatures.
5.2.2 Na I Profiles
The model grid we have calculated also includes Na D resonance line profiles.
For these calculations, we restricted the temperature range to the two "optimal-
temperatures indicated by the hydrogen models, and some additional temperatures
intermediate to these. Figure 5.6 shows a portion of the sodium grid for a variety of
accretion rates and magnetospheric dimensions, with the upper value of the optimal
temperature range chosen for each M case. Several qualitative differences from the
hydrogen models are apparent: in almost all cases with emission, the profiles are
significantly more narrow, and the lines are more sensitive to redshifted absorption
(especially for the SW size). The emission is small or negligible in the cases with low
accretion rates 1CT« M^r" 1 ), though the cutoff depends on the magnetospheric
geometry
-
the narrow cases tend to exhibit a small amount of very narrow emission
even at the lowest densities.
Neutral sodium has a much lower ionization potential than hydrogen. For the
range of densities and temperatures we are considering, sodium is almost completely
ionized. Thus, the optical depth of the D lines is generally fairly small, and highly
dependent on the gas density. Emission only occurs in the outer part of the flow near
the disk, where the density is high and the temperature decreases (enhancing the
abundance of Na I), and the gas has not yet accelerated to free-fall velocities (hence
the narrow emission). The slightly higher densities, for a given M, of the narrow
geometries enables Na D to be in emission at lower accretion rates. In addition,
the comparatively larger emission measure of the high-density outer region of the
magnetosphere in the LN case results in Na D emission even at M = 10" 9 M©yr" '.
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magnetospheric dimensions can revea. dues to the actual geometry of the flow ,,,„
comparing with observed profi.es, which generally show „0 emission Mow ft .
10 8 M©yr 1 (see section 5.4.3).
5.2.3 Comparison of Line Transitions
We now compare model profiles for each of the line transitions we have calculated
for this work. Figure 5.7 shows line profiles for three Banner lines, two infrared
hydrogen lines, and the sodium D doublet, for fiducial parameters. We choose to
show models with M = 10- larger than typic^^^^^
accretion rates do not show appreciable sodium emission (for the SW dimensions).
The Balmer lines of course have the largest line optical depths, hence they are the
strongest and have the most prominent damping wings. The predominant broadening
mechanisms here are the radiative and Stark broadening; the wings are strongest at
Ha, and decrease as one goes to higher lines in the series. This also confirms the
suggestions in Chapter 2 using simple slab models; in fact, the effect is somewhat
more important than in those preliminary predictions. The infrared hydrogen lines
exhibit profiles qualitatively similar to those of the upper Balmer lines. However,
as we have already indicated, the Na D lines behave differently, displaying strong
redshifted absorption components relative to the emission (as shown in Fig. 5.7), and
for typical or lower values of the accretion rate, there is little or no emission at all.
When Na D does appear in emission, it is narrow and sharply peaked near line center.
The differences in profile shape among the different line transitions we have calculated
show that the lines are sensitive to, and thus provide useful probes of, different parts
of the accretion flow, as we will examine later.
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5.2.4 Fluxes
The behavior of the model line fluxes has also changed considerably from our
earlier results, due to the effects of line broadening and continuum opacity. Again
we focus on H0 to explore parameter space. Figure 5.8 plots Efi line flux versus
temperature, for each accretion rate and size case. In all cases, the line flux unsur-
prisingly increases with increasing temperature. However, at high accretion rates,
the flux begins to level off or decrease at higher temperatures (most dramatically at
M = 10-« M0 yr-\ Tmax = 10, 000 K, where the flux actually becomes negative). As
was also revealed in the profiles, this is a result of the continuum emission becoming
optically thick, causing line absorption. At lower accretion rates 10" 8 MQ yr~ l ),
the optical depth is never high enough to enter this regime. Note that the line fluxes
are generally larger than in the models presented in Chapter 2, except in the cases
where the continuum opacity is significant, due to the line broadening. The increase
is most significant for the lines most affected by damping wings - Ho is larger by up
to a factor of 5, H0 by up to a factor of 2, and the other hydrogen lines by less than
~ 50%.
We also see from Figure 5.8 that the magnetosphere size has a considerable effect
on the line flux. The large cases generally have much larger fluxes, up to nearly an
order of magnitude greater than the small cases, due to the much larger emission
volumes. The width has less of an effect, though the narrow cases are typically
somewhat stronger since the densities and source functions are higher by about a
factor of 3, for a given accretion rate.
Lastly, the inclination angle also affects the line flux, though to a lesser extent
than the magnetosphere size. Aside from the cases where the continuum optical
depth becomes important, the line flux is largest at low inclination angles (pole-on),
and decreases with larger inclination, as occupation effects and redshifted absorption
become stronger. The total difference in flux over the range of inclinations in the
ave
ux
m0de
'
grid
"
tyP,Cal 'y ab°Ut a
°f >-3. with the largest difference occurring i„
the more edge-on cases where occultation effects become significant.
5.2.5 Effects of Rotation
Profiles generated with V. = 10 km «-i rotation, typical of CTTS (Hartmann at al
1986), for the SW magnetosphere size do not change significantly from the equivalent
models without rotation (see Fig. 5.7). For all the lines, profiles with rotation fa,
slightly more symmetric peaks closer to line center, but the wings and total fi
are essentially unchanged. We also calculated some models with larger than typiea
rotation velocities (K = 25 km g-i), and a larger magnetosphere (LW) with rotation
at V. = 10 km s-i (Fig. 5.9). In all these cases, the line wings again do not change
significantly, since they depend primarily on the high-velocity infall near the star
where the azimuthal velocity component is small by comparison. However, doubling
at line center is clearly visible in the V* = 25 km s" 1 case, and somewhat in the LW
K = 10 km s- 1 case. In these instances, the azimuthal velocity reaches 50 - 70 km s" 1
at the outermost part of the magnetosphere (as opposed to ~ 25 km s" 1 in the SW
V
*
= 10 km s_1 case )< enough to produce doubling at line center. Nevertheless, the
overall profile shape in these cases is not significantly affected. Furthermore, obvious
doubling is not generally seen in late-type CTTS profiles, and in any case the vast
majority of late-type CTTS have rotation velocities considerably less than V, = 25
km s" 1
.
For these reasons, we have not calculated the entire model grid with the
rotation treatment (though for completeness, the observational comparisons shown
in the next section do include V* = 10 km s" 1 rotation). Of course, appropriate models
for objects with high rotation rates (V; £ 50 km s" 1 ), such as the intermediate mass
CTTS (e.g. SU Aur) must include rotation, as the effects are much more significant.
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5.3 C
ra-
ic
omparison with Observations
Given the grid of models, we now proceed to compare with observed CTTS emis
81011 Pr°fileS
-
HerC
'
We f°CUS « two ^tures, Ha and the Na D lines, for four
TaUFUS CTTS SPanning ^ 1 »< -cretion rates. We have additional
Balmer hue profiles for one of these objects, which we show separately. For the profile
comparisons, we use accretion rates similar to the actual values measured from the
optical/UV excess. The continuum veiling from the accretion shock was adjusted to
match the observed values in each case by varying both the characteristic tempe
ture of the accretion ring and the filling factor as determined by the magnetospheri
dimensions. The temperature and inclination were then varied to find the best match
in each case. Table 5.1 lists the veiling, shock filling factors, and line equivalent
widths for the observations and model comparisons.
The observed profiles are not all simultaneous measurements, but have been culled
from the following datasets. Except for BP Tau, all Ha and Na D profiles are from
our echelle dataset taken in 1996 (and are each from the same spectrum), as presented
in Chapter 3. In the case of BP Tau, the Ha and Na D profiles were obtained with
the KPNO 4m echelle in November 1988 (see Edwards et al. 1994). We could not use
the 1996 spectrum because Ha was saturated; apparently BP Tau underwent a fairly
large increase in accretion activity, causing all the emission lines (and the continuum
veiling) to be much stronger than what is typically observed. Hfi and H7 for BP Tau
are taken from spectra obtained with the KPNO 4m echelle in December 1992, with
about the same resolution as the 1996 data. In the case of the Na D observations,
an artificially veiled WTTS template spectrum was subtracted in order to remove
the underlying photospheric absorption (see Chapter 3). Note that the shape and
depth of any redshifted absorption components in the Na D lines are very sensitive
to this subtraction, and even slight mismatches between the spectral types of object
and WTTS template can undermine the accuracy of the residual profile.
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^ Sh°WS reSUltS f°r toe st-s, DR Tau, UY Aur, and DN Tau at
highest measured accretion rates, and strong wind features such as [0 I] emission
and blueshifted absorption in many permitted emission line profiles. The model hasM
- 5 x 10- A/0 yr-\ the value determined by Gullbring et al. (2000) from the UV
excess. The model Ha emission fails to reproduce the observation, both in total line
flux and in shape; DR Tau exhibits a pure P Cygni profile at Ho that is probably
formed almost entirely in the wind. However, the Na D lines are in excellent agreement
with the accretion model, aside from a narrow blueshifted absorption component. The
much lower optical depth of the sodium lines apparently precludes emission from the
wind (perhaps indicative of an upper limit to the wind density), but there is sufficient
density at the base of the magnetosphere to produce the emission. We also point out
that emission profiles of several other atomic lines in our DR Tau spectrum, such as
Pa 11 and O I AA7773 and 8446, clearly exhibit a small blue asymmetry and central or
slightly blueshifted peak, and completely lack any blueshifted absorption. Thus, less
optically thick lines appear to trace magnetospheric infall even in the most actively
accreting CTTS.
We achieve a very good match to UY Aur, using an intermediate accretion rate
(lO" 8MQ yr~ l ) typical of that object. The breadth and wings of Ha are in good agree-
ment, although again the observed profile exhibits a blueshifted absorption compo-
nent not reproduceable by the models. This match is highly indicative of underlying
magnetospheric emission that is being absorbed at high blueshifted velocities by a
wind
- no line emission need be produced in the wind. The observed peak emission is
somewhat stronger and more blueshifted than the model, which may be indicative of
departures from our highly idealized geometry. The relative strengths and shapes of
the Na D lines are also reproduced remarkably well, although there is a small amount
of low-velocity blueshifted absorption likely associated with the wind.
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The Hn profile of DN Tau lacks blueshifted Sorption and has virtually no damp.
ing wings, and the Na D emission show no significant emission. Both of these features
mchcate a very low accretion rate, consistent with previously determined values and
the very low veiling (~ 0.05) in the spectrum. The models were calculated withM
-
10-^0MQ yr-\ which is over an order of magnitude lower than the measure-
ment in GHBC. Models with a larger accretion rate were too strong to match the
observed Ha profile. Alternatively, we could have used a smaller magnetosphere, but
tins would have yielded an uncomfortably small hole size, and also it is not clear
how to disentangle the effects of geometry and accretion rate on the line flux. It is
likely that the accretion flow is not continuous, but separated into discrete streams,
resulting in a smaller total emission volume. We elaborate more on this point in
section 5.4.3. Note that the shock filling factor derived by Calvet & Gullbring (1998)
is three times smaller than in the model comparison we show here, although the large
errors inherent in extracting the excess spectrum of such a weakly veiled star may
have resulted in an underestimate of the filling factor.
Lastly, BP Tau represents the middle range of accretion activity in CTTS, with
virtually nonexistent wind features. Observed and model line profiles are shown in
Figure 5.11. We supplement the profile comparisons with the upper Balmer lines H/5
and H7 . These lines in particular air ideal tracers of magnetospheric infall since they
are much less affected by wind absorption and line broadening (due to their lower
optical depths). Keep in mind, however, that they are not simultaneous with the
Ha and Na D observations, and so do not necessarily provide tighter constraints on
the model parameters. The observed profiles all clearly show the infall asymmetries
unique to magnetospheric accretion, and the sodium lines show definitive redshifted
absorption. BP Tau exhibits no apparent blueshifted wind absorption even at Ha,
t hus the models are able to account for the entire line profile wit hout having to appeal
to additional emission or absorption sources.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Improved Model Results
Our results indicate that the hydrogen and sodta line emission in low- to moderately
accreting CTTS is produced primarily in the magnetospheric accretion flow With
the inclusion of damping wings in our calculations, we can now produce Ho profiles
with broad high-velocity wings, more consistent with observations. Recently, Alencar
& Basri (2000) showed that many CTTS line profiles lack the blneward asymmetries
and blueshifted peaks predicted by our original models. The new grid of models
includes many cases of profiles with symmetric wings and peaks near zero velocity
(and occasionally at small redshifted velocities), and we are now able to account for a
broader range of observed profile behavior without having to resort to other emission
components, such as turbulent regions (e.g. Johns-Krull & Basri 1997).
The degree of profile asymmetry, peak velocity, and presence of redshifted ab-
sorption is sensitive to many factors, including the inclination, the accretion flow
dimensions, and the effects of rotation. In Figure 5.12, we show the distribution of
emission profile peak velocities for the grid of models (without rotation) of H/i in-
cluding all four accretion rate values, magnetospheric dimension cases, and inclination
angles. Temperatures were restricted to the two "optimal" cases for each accretion
rate determined by profile shape (and comparison to various other observational di-
agnostics
- see section 5.4.2). Distributions were created for all models at each value
of the inclination angle; these distributions were then each weighted by scaling factors
expected for a random probability distribution of inclination (thus favoring the more
edge-on cases), and combined for the total distribution shown in Figure 5.12. While
most of the models have a peak at - -20 to -40 kms" 1
,
many peak at zero, and
a few cases have slightly redshifted peaks. The range of peak velocities is consistent
with the observed range shown by Alencar & Basri. Many of the cases we have run
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with rotation tend to have peaks closer to line center - this would reduce the number
of cases with strongly blueshifted peaks.
We also show in Figure 5.12 the distribution of asymmetry factors for the same
H0 models, again weighted for a random distribution of inclination. The asymmetry
factor, as originally defined in Edwards et al. (1994), is a measure of the relative
amount of emission blueward and redward, respectively, of line center. Figure 5.12
shows excellent agreement with the observed Edwards et al. asymmetry factor dis-
tribution. The model distribution peaks at Wx (blue)/Wx (red) ~ 1.3, and there ,
no redward-asymmetric profiles, though a relatively large number of models
sentially symmetric. The models are in fact somewhat less asymmetric overall thi
the observations, perhaps due to the fact that the asymmetry depends somewhat
the strength of redshifted absorption components, which in turn depend greatly
the exact hot shock properties and flow geometry.
Another key observational diagnostic that has proved problematic for previous
models of CTTS line emission is the Balmer decrement. Largely due to the damping
wings, the accretion models are now in better agreement with the observed Balmer
decrements, which other models have been unable to explain. Figure 5.13 shows
the distribution of Balmer decrements for the model grid compared to the observed
distribution in Taurus (from Cohen k Kuhi 1979). The two distributions are much
more similar than for our previous results without line broadening effects - the average
Ea/EP ratio was about 2 for those models, compared to a median of about 4 for the
new models. There are still some stars with decrements larger than the models
can account for. The Sobolev approximation for the source function may not be
very accurate at high accretion rates (very high optical depths), and may tend to
underestimate Ho: emission relative to the lines with lower optical depth.
A wind component located outside the magnetosphere must be considered in order-
to explain the blueshifted absorption seen in most of the Ha and Na D profiles.
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In objects with the h ighest accretion rates (and hence the mass.loss rat,s)
-h , DR Tan, the optica, depth in the wind mm h( . ,„„,„^ ^ ^
Slgn lfica„t absorption (sometimes taking on P Cygni characteristics) seen at Ha »„„
Na D (Caivet 1997). In these extreme cases
,
th( , ^ ^
st,l, cannot account for the observed Balmer profUes, and it is p0asible that the wind
contributes a significant amount of emission.
5.4.2 Heating the Gas
One of the major uncertainties in the magnetospheric accretion model is how the
gas in the accretion flow is heated. Understanding the heating mechanism is impor-
tant to distinguishing the flow geometry (see below) and understanding the physical
basis for correlations we have seen between emission line luminosities and the ac-
cretion luminosity (Chapter 3; Chapter 4). The only detailed theoretical work on
the temperature structure to date has been the thermodynamical analysis by Martin
(1996). In that paper, Martin calculated self-consistently the thermal structure of
the accretion funnel in the absence of mechanical energy dissipation, and identified
dominant heating and cooling sources (adiabatic compression and bremsstrahlung,
Ca II and Mg II emission, respectively). However, as found in Chapter 2, the ther-
mal structure obtained by Martin was not able to produce appreciable line emission
consistent with observations.
While a treatment of mechanical heating is beyond the scope of this thesis, we
can obtain constraints on the gas temperature from our models using multiple line
diagnostics. We can rule out certain temperature and density combinations based
on observational comparisons with profile shapes and fluxes. For example, at the
lowest temperatures and densities in our grid of models (Tmax = 6000 - 7000 K,
M = 10~ - 10"8 M^ yr' 1 ), line emission is small or negligible, and the profile is
dominated by absorption components. At the highest temperatures and densities
(Tmax = 10,000 K, M = 10~7 - 10-° M,,yr l ), all the lines go into absorption
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there musf be rough upper and lower limits
to the gas temperature for a given density, as found originally in Chapter 2.
Another useful observational diagnost ic, is the ratio of the infrared lines 1V and
Br-7- We compare observed values with models for the lour magnetospheric dimension
cases, using the rough temperature constraints just discussed, in Figure 5.14. In the
models, the I >a/VBr7 line ratio is greatly dependent on the temperature and density of
the magnetosphere; the optical depth of Br7 appears to drop away faster than that of
Pa/?- At Tmax ~ 8000- 10, 000 K and At k 10- A/,, yr~\ the line ratio approaches its
LTE value, as expected; however, as temperature and/or density decreases, t he rat io
becomes very large since the emission at Br7 decreases much faster. The observed line
ratios (see Chapter 4 for observations) are remarkably similar in most Taurus CTTS,
with values typically between 4-5, larger than the LTE ratio but somewhat smaller
than the case B value. This puts fairly stringent const mints on the temperature, and
follows the trend we have previously seen, of requiring lower temperatures for higher
densities. The magnetospheric width has some effect On these constraints - the narrow
cases require slightly lower temperatures t han the wide cases since the densities are
about, a factor of 3 larger for a given value of At.
In Figure 5.15, we summarize the ranges of "optimal" gas temperatures based
on the constraints from profile shape, continuum ("mission, and infrared line ratios,
and also mark the temperature limit below which the models do not show Na I) iii
emission. There is a fairly narrow range of temperatures constrained by the models
(AT ~ loot) - 2000K), and this range is inversely proportional to the accretion
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rate. This result suggests that one should not see Na I emission in objects withM £ 1 3 x 10-8 M0 yr~\ which is in rough agreement with observations
Are these temperature constraints physically plausible? In order to answer this
question, we have estimated the radiative losses of the model line and continuum
emission produced in the magnetosphere. For a model with a given temperature
and density, we summed the emission from all the lines calculated here, pins any
continuum emission produced in the Balmer, Paschen, and Brackett continua. We
are missing some important strong lines such as Mg II and Ca II, though this should
not affect the total line emission estimate by more than a factor of a few (Calvet &
Albarran 1984); in most cases the continuum contribution is over 75% of the total
radiated luminosity. We then compared the total luminosity radiated by the accretion
flow to the accretion luminosity (from GM.M/R., with the parameters used for each
model). We find that the radiative losses are smaller than the accretion luminosity for
gas temperatures within the previously determined constraints, at a fraction ranging
from
~ 5 - 30%. Though this fraction is slightly anti-correlated with LaGC) the total
range of values varies by much less than an order of magnitude and is always less
than Lacc
.
Thus, depositing a roughly fixed fraction of the accretion luminosity into
heating the magnetosphere can account for the radiative losses. However, the exact
mechanism by which this occurs (magnetic energy dissipation?) remains unclear.
Finally, we comment on continuum emission from the magnetosphere. If densi-
ties and temperatures are high enough, the optical depth in the continuum becomes
non-negligible, and extra continuum emission can be produced. This will add an
additional source of veiling, in addition to the standard veiling from the hot accre-
tion shock, and hence .could potentially interfere with UV/optical measurements of
the accretion luminosity. Within the temperature constraints that satisfy the above
criteria, however, we find that the optical veiling from magnetospheric continuum
emission is ~ 10% or less of the typical observed values, and should not be a sig-
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main
niflcant factor. However, we note that in some cases, the magnetosPhere can
some of the background UV radiation from the shock, again possibly affecting L
determinations. This effect is not large in most cases, though it does depend grea^
on the intensity and spectrum of the UV shock emission. We need to incorporate
a more detailed treatment of the accretion shock, such as the Calvet ft Gullbring
(1998) model, before we can definitively address this issue.
5.4.3 Accretion Flow Geometry
Discerning a detailed geometry of the accretion flow itself is difficult with
models since the effects of different parameters are not easily disentangled. The
uncertainty lies in what form the temperature distribution should take, though it is
likely tied to the density distribution - and hence the geometry - since that deter-
mines the cooling (see Martin 1996). Since our adopted temperature distribution is
not isothermal, lines of different excitation energy roughly probe different regions of
the flow. For example, neutral sodium has a small ionization potential compared
to hydrogen (5.1 eV versus 13.6 eV), and is nearly 100% ionized in the density and
temperature regimes we are considering. The sodium emission lines then trace the
low-velocity gas at the base of the flow near the disk where the temperature drops
and the density is higher. The qualitative agreement between our sodium models and
the observations indicates that the dipole geometry and temperature distribution of
the models is a reasonable first approximation. Discrepancies may indicate instances
where this is not the case. For example, some of the most active stars have consid-
erable high-velocity Na D emission redward of line center that the accretion models
cannot reproduce; this could be due to additional wind emission, as previously dis-
cussed, or possibly a small turbulent zone where the material is just beginning to lift
off of the disk.
A key result that we seek to explain physically is the empirical correlation between
infrared line luminosities and Lacc (Chapter 4). Understanding why these correlations
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^ 18 °f^ imP°rtanCe in^ th- - -ondary calibrators of the accretion
rate, and the model results presented here indicate that the How geometry is the key
factor. We have shown that the hydrogen emission line fluxes are affected primarily
by the surface area of the magnetosphere, and not the density (*), because of the
temperature constraints as a function of M reared to explain other observations
We show this explicitly in Figure 5.16, which compares observed line fluxes as a
function of accretion rate with models calculated with the appropriate temperature
constraints. For a glven magnetospheric size, the models predict constant line fluxes
as a function of M (except at M = 1<T' MQ yr^ for the SW size, in which case
the line optical depth decreases because hydrogen is almost completely ionized at
Tmax = 12,000 K). Thus, the observed correlations between emission line flux and
M can only be explained in the context of the accretion models by a correlation
with the size of the accretion flow. Simply put, objects with larger accretion rates
require larger emitting areas than objects with smaller accretion rates. This may
seem contrary to expectation; the theory predicts a relation between the radius of
disk truncation (essentially the size of the accretion flow) and the accretion rate,
where larger disk accretion rates push the truncation radius to smaller values for a
given magnetic field strength. However, this would result in a correlation between
period and accretion rate since the magnetic field locks onto the disk at smaller radii,
hence faster material, for larger accretion rates. Such a correlation has not been
observed, perhaps because the stellar magnetic fields vary in strength from object to
object.
We suggest then that the filling factor, or total azimuthal coverage, of the accretion
flow provides the correlation between the accretion rate and the emission line flux.
Realistically, the flow is not azimuthally axisymmetric, but is probably separated into
discrete magnetic flux tubes or "funnel flows". This is especially likely if the magnetic
field is tilted with respect to the stellar rotation axis, such that accretion will occur
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h.gher accretion rates result in a larger number of (or wider) discrete^
symmetric distribution of flows around the star, so that the full range of red- and
blueshifted verities are in emission (for instance, a single discrete flow aligned along
the hue of sight to the star would result in a profile with a highly redshifted peak and
httle emission blueward of line center, which has not been observed).
Non-axisymmetric accretion also produces discrete accretion shock hot spots on
the stellar surface, and has been invoked to explain the periodic optical variability
seen in many CTTS (Bouvier et al. 1993; Herbst et al. 1994; Kenyon et al. 1994).
In their detailed shock models of the accretion shock, Calvet & Gullbring (1998)
found that the accretion luminosity depended mainly on the filling factor of the
shock. The magnetospheric accretion model comparisons presented in section 4 use
magnetospheric dimensions which result in shock filling factors and veilings consistent
with their results. In addition, new results by Ardila & Basri (2000), based on UV
variability in BP Tau, also show a significant correlation between the accretion rate
and the shock filling factor. It should be pointed out that the actual sizes of the
axisymmetric models we have used are probably not literally true, but rather reflect
the total volume of magnetospheric infall streams.
The conclusions we draw from modeling single observations of separate objects
do not. tell the entire story. Temporal observations of photometric and line profile
variability are probably the best way of probing the detailed geometry of the accretion
flow. There has been considerable work on this front in the past several years. A
recent study of AA Tau by Bouvier et al. (1999) used the photometric variability to
infer a detailed geometry of the accretion flow (which is consistent, with our results).
Profile variances of many broad emission lines, such as Na D, Paschen, and Ca II,
in several CTTS show similar structure indicating strong variability at the red and
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blue wings (Johns fc Basri 1995: Johns-Krull & Basri 199 7: Unruh „ „ l998) Th(,
red wi„gs 0f the aforementioned lines, as we,, as the Balmer lines, ate sometimes
(but not always) corrected with each other. GnUbring et a.. (199C) found that
the velocity of the redshifted absorption component of Na D in BP Tan varied from
uight to night, and suggested this was the result of a tilted dipole field
..hanging its
orientation through the stellar rotation period. Furthermore, Unruh et al. (1998)
computed doppler images of hot spots on DF Tan, and showed that the position of
the spots on the stellar surface correlated with the appearance and disappearance of
redshifted absorption in Na D.
Our model results show that while the lines are formed in most cases in the accre-
tion flow, they form preferentially in different parts of the flow, and the more optically
thick lines are heavily affected by damping wings (as well as wind absorption), thus
clear correlations in variability are not necessarily expected. We encourage further
observations of less optically thick lines, such as Na D, the Ca II triplet, and Paschen
lines, to trace accretion flow structure. Further observations with better temporal
sampling are needed to more fully understand the variability, which is likely due to a
complex combination of changing magnetospheric dimensions (because of a change in
the disk accretion rate or magnetic field topology) and inclination effects related to
rotation and a tilted dipole field. The models we have calculated here may serve as a
guide to interpreting future observations, though more complex models will eventually
be necessary to understand detailed variations, especially due to dramatic deviations
from axisymmetry.
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Figure 5.1 Velocity, density, and temperature distributions, for a fiducial case. Pa-
rameters include: mass accretion rate, M = 10" 7MQ yr~\ temperature (character-
ized by the maximum value of the distribution), Tmax = 7500 A', and magnetospheric
inner and outer boundaries at the disk, Rm = 2.2-3/?,. Dotted lines show the
distributions for the same parameters with a rotating magnetosphere, Vt = 10 km
s
-1
;
the dashed line in the top panel shows the azimuthal component of the velocity
(zero everywhere in the non-rotating case).
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velocity
Figure 5.2 Comparison of model Ho profiles, showing results of damping wings
Original model from Chapter 2 calculated without line broadening (dashed line)
and new model calculated with ray-by-ray flux treatment including line damping
parameters (solid line).
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Figure 5.3 Effects of accretion rate and temperature on H/3 model line profiles. The
mass accretion rate is in M© yr~\ and temperature is characterized by the maximum
temperature of the distribution. All models calculated with the fiducial magneto-
spheric dimensions, Rm = 2.2 - 3 7?*, and inclination i = 60°.
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Figure 5.4 Effects of magnetospheric dimensions and temperature on H/i model line
profiles. Magnetospheric size/width defined as follows: SW, RTn = 2.2 - 3 7?,; LW,
Rrn = 5.2 -6 7?,; SN, Rm = 2.8 - 3/?,; LN, Rrn = 5.8 - 6/?,. All models calculated
with M = 10 7MQ yr~ l (in order to show the full range of profile behavior within
the temperatures of the grid) and i = 60°.
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Figure 5.5 Effects of inclination on H/? model line profiles. All models calculated
with Rm = 2.2 - 3/?,, M = 10"7MQ yr-\
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Figure 5.6 Grid of Na D models, with varying accretion rates and magnetospheric
dimensions. Values are as indicated in Figure 5.4 caption. All models for inclination
i = 60°. A different temperature was used for each M case: 7000 K for M =
10"6MQ yr- 1 ; 8000 K for M = 10"7 ; 10,000 K for M = 10" 8 ; and 12,000 K for
M = 10- 9 .
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velocity (km/s)
Figure 5.7 Model profiles of various transitions of hydrogen and sodium. All models
were calculated with M = 10~ 7 MQ yr~\ Rm = 2.2 -3R„ Tmax = 7500A\ i = 60°.
Dashed lines show the same models calculated with rotation, using a stellar rotation
velocity V, = 10 km s" 1 (see §5.1.3).
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Figure 5.8 H/3 model line fluxes, as a function of temperature and accretion rate.
Different lines correspond to different magnetospheric dimensions: SW, solid line; SN,
dotted line; LW, dashed line; LN, dot-dashed line.
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Figure 5.9 Effects of rotation on model line profiles. H/3 models calculated with the
rotation treatment for several different stellar rotation velocities and magnetospheric
sizes as indicated (solid lines). Profiles calculated without rotation are shown in the
dashed lines.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of observed Ha and Na D line profiles. Observations (solid
lines) are for three CTTS spanning a wide range of accretion activity. Model pro-
files with various parameters are overplotted in the dotted lines. Model parame-
ters are: M = 5 x 10"rMQ yr~\ Rm = 4 - 6 R,
,
Tmax = 7000 K, i = 70° (DR
Tan); M = 10" 8 MQ yr'\ Rm = 2.8 - 3/?,, Tmax = 8000 A', i = 65° (UY Aur);M = 10- 10MQ yr-\ Rm = 2.8-3^, Tmax = 12, 000 A', i = 75° (DN Tau). All
models have been calculated with rotation using Vt — 10 km s-1 .
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Figure 5.11 Emission line profiles for the CTTS BP Tau. Comparison of observed
and model line profiles (solid and dashed lines, respectively) of the Balmer lines and
Na D. Model parameters are: M = 1(T 8 Me yr~\ R = 2.8 - 3R*, Tmax = 8000 A',
i = 70°. All models have been calculated with rotation using V* = 10 km s" 1 .
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Figure 5.12 Emission peak velocities and asymmetry factors. The distributions of
emission peak velocities (left panel) and blue/red asymmetry factors (right panel) are
for the grid of models of Hp. Each distribution has been weighted by a probabil-
ity distribution for inclination. The asymmetry factor is the ratio of emission line
equivalent widths blueward and redward of line center (a positive value indicates
more emission blueward of line center in this log plot). The unshaded histogram in
the right panel is the observed Hp asymmetry factor distribution from Edwards et al.
(1994). The error bar in the left panel shows the observed range of Hp peak velocities
from Alencar & Basri (2000).
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Figure 5.13 Distribution of Balmer decrements. The distribution for the model grid
is shown in the shaded histogram; the distribution for Taurus CTTS (from Cohen k
Kuhi 1979, corrected for reddening from GHBC) is shown in the open histogram. The
model distribution has been weighted by a probability distribution for inclination.
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Figure 5.14 Infrared hydrogen line ratios. Observed and model Pa/?/Br7 line ratios
(dots and lines, respectively), with data from the sample of Taurus CTTS presented
in Chapter 4. The panels show model fluxes for the four different magnetospheric
dimensions in our model grid. The lines connect fluxes at the lower or upper tem-
perature constraints for each value of the accretion rate, as determined from profile
shapes and continuum emission levels. At each M, the lower and upper tempera-
tures (characterized by the maximum of the distribution) are: 6000 and 7000 K forM = 10" 6
;
7000 and 8000 K for M = 10" 7
; 8000 and 10,000 K for M = 10~ 8 - and
10,000 and 12,000 K for M = 10" 9 .
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Figure 5.15 Regime of constrained magnetospheric temperatures, based on the line
and continuum constraints discussed in the text. Shaded regions represent upper
and lower ranges of temperatures that can be ruled out based on the appearance of
the model hydrogen emission profiles, while the cross-hatched region marks tempera-
tures at which the magnetosphere produces more continuum emission than typically
observed. Thus the non-shaded region shows the range of acceptable temperatures
which result in emission consistent with observations. The values of the maximum
temperature of the models which best fit the observed Pa/?/Br7 ratios are shown
by the thick solid lines; the two values at each accretion rate represent a range due
to varying magnetospheric width (which changes the density for a given M). The
dashed lines represent the temperature limit below which the Na D lines exhibit no
emission (again, a range at each M due to varying magnetospheric width).
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Figure 5.16 Emission line flux as a function of accretion rate. Accretion rates are
shown versus Hp and Br7 emission line flux for Taurus CTTSs (filled circles) and
models (solid and dotted lines). CTTS H/3 line fluxes and accretion rates culled from
GHBC, and Br7 fluxes from observations detailed in Chapter 4. Solid and dotted
lines connect fluxes of SW and LN models, respectively. The temperature chosen for
each value of M is based on matching the observed Pa/3/Br7 line ratios, with the
following maximum values. For the SW geometry, Tmax = 6500 K, 7500 K, 10,000 K,
and 12,000 K for M = 10" 6
,
10~ 7
,
Ur 8
,
and 10" 9 MQ yr~\ respectively For the LN
geometry, Tmax = 6500 K, 7000 K, 8000 K, and 10,000 K for M = 10" 6 , 10" 7 , 10"8
,
and 10-9 MQ yr~ l , respectively. All models are for % = 60°.
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CHAPTER 6
ACCRETION IN THE 10 MYR-OLD T TAURI STARS TW HYA ANDHEN 3-600A
We have found that two members of the TW Hydrae association, TW Hya and
Hen 3-600A, are still actively accreting, based on the ballistic infall signature of their
broad Halpha emission profiles. We present the first quantitative analysis of accretion
in these objects, and conclude that the same accretion mechanisms which operate in
the well- studied 1 Myr-old T Tauri stars can and do occur in older (10 Myr) stars.
We derive the first estimates of the disk mass accretion rate in TW Hya and Hen
3-600A, which are 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the average rates in 1 Myr-old
objects. The decrease in accretion rates over 10 Myr, as well as the low fraction ofTW
Hya association objects still accreting, points to significant disk evolution, possibly
linked to planet formation. Given the multiplicity of the Hen 3-600 system, and the
large UV excess of TW Hya, our results show that accretion disks can be surprisingly
long-lived in spite of the presence of companions and significant UV ionizing flux.
6.1 Prelude - Relevance of the TW Hya Association
Among the key questions of star and planet formation, several have been the focus
of intense recent investigation: What are the timescales for disk accretion, dissipation,
and planet building? Why are some pre-main sequence stars still accreting, while
others of the same age are not? In order to answer these questions, one needs to
study objects which span a range of ages, especially in the gap between the ^1-3
Myr star formation regions like Taurus and Chamaeleon, and the ~ 50 Myr open
clusters near the ZAMS. Initial studies have indicated that 10 Myr is likely to be
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roughly the timescale for disk dissipation (Strom et al. 1993): however, samples of
young stars near this age have been lacking.
The recently identified TW Hydrae association (hereafter, TWa) provides an ideal
sample with which to address these questions. The association contains the closest
known pre-main sequence stars (Hipparcos distance ~ 50 pc - Soderblom et al. 1998;
Wichmann et al. 1998). About a dozen systems have been identified as possible mem-
bers, using various criteria including X-ray activity, lithium absorption, Ha emission,
and proper motions (Rucinski & Krautter 1983; de la Reza et al. 1989; Gregorio-
Hetem et al. 1992; Kastner et al. 1997; Webb et al. 1999). The case for a common
origin for all these candidate members, based on space motions, is still in dispute
(Jensen et al. 1998). Nevertheless, the association is considerably older than the 1
Myr star forming regions like Taurus; there is no associated molecular cloud, and
pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks give an average age of about 8 Myr (Webb et
al. 1999).
Are any TWa objects still actively accreting, despite their age? Only one object,
TW Hya itself, is an unambiguous classical T Tauri star, based on Ha equivalent
width (Rucinski & Krautter 1983; Webb et al. 1999). TW Hya is also one of only
three objects which show unambiguous excess infrared emission (Jayawardhana et al.
1999a,b). From high-resolution optical spectroscopy, we have found that two TWa
stars, TW Hya and Hen 3-600A, show broad (FWHM ~ 200 km s" 1 ) Ha emission
characteristic of active gas accretion flows. In this chapter, we investigate these two
objects, using our models previously developed for the well- studied Taurus CTTS to
quantify the accretion activity, and examine the implications for disk evolution.
6.2 Observations and Results
We obtained optical echelle spectra of 11 TWa candidates with HIRES on the
Keck I telescope (Vogt et al. 1994), on 2000 .January 10-11. With a 1.15" slit, the
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spectra, resolution is ~ 35,00,, (~ 8.5 km The waveiength coverage ranges „,,,„
approximated 0300
- 8750 A, with gaps between the orders, and encompasses a Variety
of features indicate of youth and accretion activity, including Ho, Li A0708. the Ca
II IR triplet, and [O I] A0363. The spectra were extracted using the MAKEE package
developed by Tom Barlow. Wavelength calibration (with thorium-argon comparison
lamp spectra) was done using [RAF; we estimate calibration uncertainties of ~ 2 -
3 km s-1
.
The observed sample includes all objects listed in Webb et al. (1999) except HD
98800, TW 9, Hen 3-600B, and other unresolved binary components. Nine of the TWa
stars we observed exhibit spectra characteristic of nonaccreting WTTS, including
narrow (FWHM
~ 50 km s-), symmetric Ho profiles typical of chromospheric
activity. TW Hya and Hen 3-600A both show broad (FWHM ~ 200 km s" 1 ) Ho
profiles, as well as narrow He I AA6678 and 7065, and TW Hya also exhibits [O I]
A6363 and Ca II IR triplet emission. All emission lines except Ho in both objects
are narrow, typical of CTTS with low veiling/accretion rates (Edwards et al. 1994;
Chapter 3). The emission spectrum of TW Hya we observe agrees with previously
published low-resolution spectra (Herbig 1978; Rucinski & Krautter 1983; Webb et
al. 1999).
The photospheric absorption lines in the spectrum of Hen 3-600A are doubled,
indicating that it is a spectroscopic binary. Other groups have also seen this (e.g.,
a comment in Webb et al. 1999), though to our knowledge, relevant data have yet
to be published. We performed a cross-correlation of one of the spectral orders,
using a single-lined template spectrum (TWa 10) of similar spectral type. The power
spectrum shows two significant components, with the blueshifted component about
twice as deep as the redshifted component; the components are separated by ~ 40 km
s"
1
,
and are equidistant from the rest velocity of TW Hya. The luminosity of each
component star will then of course be smaller than the total observed luminosity; this
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components are of about equal brightness, the age changes from ~ 2 Mvr (Webb et
al. 1999) to ~ 5 Myr, which is more consistent with the age of TW Hya.
6.3 Accretion Models of TW Hya and Hen 3-600A
The Ha emission profile of TW Hya clearly indicates the presence of large-scale
gas flows (Fig. 6.1). In the CTTS accretion paradigm, the stellar magnetic field
truncates the disk at or within the corotation radius; gas is channeled out of the disk
plane, and falls onto the surface of the star at free-fall velocities (typically, a few
hundred km B-i). We use the radiative transfer models of magnetospheric accretion
developed in Chapters 2 and 5. The model comparisons shown in Figure 6.1 were
calculated using the stellar parameters of TW Hya from Webb et al. (1999), and
gas flow parameters following constraints from comparison to the Taurus objects (see
Chapter 5). These calculations include a treatment of rotation, using a stellar velocity
based on the previously reported TW Hya rotation period P ~ 2.2 days (Mekkaden
1998; see Figure caption for the model parameters used). We are able to reproduce
the relatively symmetric, centrally peaked broad emission, including the high-velocity
damping wings. However, the models exhibit too much asymmetry from doubling due
to the input rotation, which may indicate that our adopted rotation velocity is too
large (a case with the rotation velocity at the stellar surface of 15 km s"\ instead
of the 23 km s" 1 used here, gives a relatively symmetric peak). Also, there may
be a small amount of blueshifted absorption from a wind that could erase the blue
peak; an Ha profile in Reipurth et al. (1996) shows an obvious strong blueshifted
absorption component. With the Ha model alone, the mass accretion rate cannot be
constrained to within about a factor of five, because this line is very optically thick
and depends on other gas flow properties like the temperature, size, and inclination.
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Nevertheless, the accretion rate of our preferred model agrees with the value derived
from the short wavelength continuum excess, as we describe next.
The magnetospheric infall paradigm predicts the formation of an accretion shock
on the stellar surface, as matter from the accretion flow merges with the star. The
emission from this shock produces veiling of the absorption lines in the optical, and
becomes very conspicuous at UV wavelengths, where it stands out against the low
photospheric fluxes. The detailed shock structure and emission models of Calvet &
Gullbring (1998) account very well for the observed excess emission in the Taurus
CTTS. In Figure 6.2, we compare a shock model with the observed UV and optical
continuum of TW Hya, We have taken UV spectra of TW Hya from the IUE archive,
choosing low resolution data with the highest signal to noise. To obtain fluxes in the
optical range, we calculated the mean and sigma of the 59 (Cousins system) UBVRI
observations of Rucinski and Krautter (1983); Figure 6.2 indicates the 2-sigma range
at each band.
Figure 6.2 shows that the shock model reproduces the TW Hya optical/UV SED
remarkably well, explaining both the ultraviolet fluxes and the observed veiling at ~
7000 A of rsj O.2. 1 The accretion shock carries an energy flux T — 3x 10 11 erg cm" 2 s-1
,
and has a filling factor / = 0.3 % of the stellar surface; these values are similar to
those found in the 1 Myr Taurus T Tauri stars (Calvet & Gullbring 1998; Gullbring
et al. 2000). The small value of the filling factor is also consistent with hot spot
models of the photometric variability (Mekkaden 1998). The accretion luminosity is
Lace — F x f^Rl = 0.012 L0 . Using the known mass and radius, we then obtain
a mass accretion rate, from Lacc = GM*M/R*, of ~ 4 x 10 -10 M0yr_1 . A range of
variability at ultraviolet wavelengths similar to that observed in the U band would
result in a range of a factor of 2 around this value.
1We measured the veiling using a photospheric template spectrum of LkCa 7, a WTTS of the
same spectral type (K7) - see Hartigan et al. (1989) for the procedure. We also obtained an estimate
of the rotational velocity, vsini <^ 13 kins
-1
,
using this template.
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We present the observed and model Ho profiles of Hen 3-600A in Figure 6.1.
The line has much weaker damping wings than in TW Hya, indicating that the flow
is less dense; i.e., the accretion rate is lower (Chapter 5). Unfortunately, UV data
necessary to make a more precise measurement of M are minimal. The one UV
spectrum of Hen 3-600A in the IUE archive has extremely low signal to noise, but
allows us to set an upper limit to any possible accretion excess (marked on Fig. 6.2).
We have used the resultant accretion rate upper limit, M = 5 X 1CT 11 M0 yr-\
for our emission line model comparison. Note that the models predict a minimum
value M ~ 10" 11 N^yr" 1
,
below which there is no broad emission. We adopt stellar
parameters from Webb et al. (1999). Since a rotation period has not been determined,
we use the same rotation velocity as for the TW Hya model. The accretion model
is able to adequately reproduce the broad, centrally-peaked profile, although again
the adopted rotation velocity may be too large since the rotational doubling is not
apparent in the observation. There may also be a contribution from chromospheric
emission at line center. Note that we were not able to observe Hen 3-600B; however,
given the separation between A and B (~ 1"), and the seeing during the observation
(~ 0.7"), there should not have been significant contamination to the spectrum of A
from B. For comparison, we also include the Ho profile of TWa 10, representative of
all the TWa WTTS we observed, in Figure 6.1. Unfortunately, since we do not know
the properties of the two individual components of A, and since the intrinsic Ho line
width from infall (150-200 km/s) is much larger than the velocity separation of the
two components (40 km/s), it is not possible to disentangle the accretion properties
of each star in the binary.
6.4 Discussion
Our results show that the same mechanism which drives accretion in the relatively
well-understood Taurus CTTS also operates in the older CTTS TW Hya and Hen
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3-600A. Thus, some young stars are able to maintain magnetically-controlled di
accretion, and have enough circumstellar material to accrete, for up to 10 Mvr. The
mass accretion rates we derive for TW Hya and Hen 3-600A are at least an order
of magnitude lower than the mean value in 1 Myr regions such as Taurus (GHBC;
HCGD; Calvet et al. 2000; see Fig. 6.3). In fact, our estimate for Hon 3-600A is the
lowest pre-main sequence accretion rate yet determined. HCGD calculated similarity
solutions of accretion disk evolution in TTS. Their fiducial model predicts a decrease
of accretion rate with time, with M ~ 5 x l 0->» Me yr- at an age of 10 Myr,
in agreement with our measurements for the TWa CTTS (see Fig. 6.3). We thus
conclude that disk evolution can occur from 1 to 10 Myr without complete depletion
of disk material.
TW Hya and Hen 3-600A are likely the only TWa stars with accreting gas disks.
The remaining association members we observed show no broad Ha emission in-
dicative of accretion flows; any residual accretion, if present, must be lower than
~
10- 11 Mo yr- 1 . Note that the three association members for which we did not
obtain spectra have He* equivalent widths of £ 7 A, much lower than the canonical
10 A limit separating CTTS and WTTS. Assuming all the candidates in Webb et
al. 1999 are bona fide members of the association (and none remain to be discov-
ered), the fraction of TWa stars with active accretion disks is then 2/14, or ~ 15%,
considerably less than the fraction in Taurus (~ 50%). This adds further evidence
of significant disk evolution, as most of the TWa circumstellar disks have probably
dissipated. Planet formation may have played a role in these cases - several TWa
stars show evidence of dusty "debris" disks (Jayawardhana et al. 1999b). We note
that one common theory for disk dissipation - UV photoionization (Hollenbach et al.
1999) - is inconsistent with the fact that TW Hya has maintained an optically thick
disk for 5-10 Myr despite having a large UV excess.
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Our results show that the presence of companions does not preclude long-lived
disks. Hen 3-600A has a companion of roughly equal mass only ~ 50 AU away, and.
as we have already mentioned, is itself a spectroscopic, binary. The infrared SED of
Hen 3-600A points to an optically thick circumbinary disk. However, the observed
flux at 10 m (Jayawardhana et al. 1999a) puts a strong constraint on the location
of the inner disk boundary; we find that an irradiated viscous disk model must have
no inner gap to produce the observed 10 m excess. Alternatively, there may be
additional emission from a stream of matter connecting the circumbinary disk to
inner circumstellar disks, from which the magnetospheric accretion Hows feed. Such
a scenario has been proposed for the ~ 1 Myr-old spectroscopic binary DQ Tan
(Mathieu et al. 1997). Gravitational torques from Hen 3-600B should truncate any
circumbinary disk around Hen 3-600A to within about a third of the binary separation
(depending on the orbital eccentricity; see Artyrnowicz & Lubow 1994); the relatively
low far-infrared flux provides some evidence for such a truncation (Jayawardhana et
al. 1999a). In order to survive for 10 Myr, the circumbinary disk initially must have
been more massive than typical (^ 0.1 M0 ; see Calvet et al. 2000 for more details on
the effects of binary truncation on viscous disk evolution).
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Figure 6.1 Ha profiles ofTW Hya and Hen 3-600A. Observations shown as solid lines.
The velocity scale for Hen 3-600A is based on the dominant component of the spectro-
scopic binary. Magnetospheric accretion models are overplotted in the dashed lines,
with the following parameters. TW Hya: Ah = 0.7 M0 , R, = 1R0 , Teff = 4000 KM = SxlO-'OMQyr- 1
,
Rmag = 5 - 5.5 R„ Tmax = 12,000K, VToi = 2Zkms-\
Hen 3-600A: M* = 0.2 M0 , R, = O.9R0 , Teff = 3500 K, M = 5x lO" 11 M0 yr" 1 ,
Rmag = 3 - 3.7 R, , Tmax = 12, 000 K, Vrot = 23 kms"'. The short- and long-dashed
lines represent models with inclination angles of 45° and 60°, respectively. For com-
parison, the Hcv profile of the WTTS TWa 10 is shown (dot-dashed line in the Hen
3-600A plot); note the narrow linewidth.
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Figure 6.2 Ultraviolet and optical fluxes of TW Hya. UV fluxes (light solid curves)
are from the IUE archive (spectra LWR05966 and SWP23471). Error bars show
the range of optical variability, from Rucinski & Krautter (1983). From the colors,
we derive a visual extinction of zero, consistent with the absence of an associated
molecular cloud. An upper limit to the UV flux of Hen 3-600A, derived from a noisy
IUE spectrum (SWP3666), is also shown. A composite (heavy solid line) of a 4000 K
photosphere (dotted line) and an accretion shock model (dashed line) fits the observed
fluxes and provides a veiling at 7000 A of 0.27, in good agreement with measurements
from echelle spectra.
Figure 6.3 The distribution of mass accretion rates as a function of age. CTTS
from a variety of star forming regions are shown (cf. Calvet, Hartmann, k Strom
2000). TW Hya and Hen 3-600A are indicated by the open boxes. The fiducial model
from the viscous disk similarity solutions of HCGD is indicated by the solid line.
Model parameters include an initial disk mass Md (0) = 0.1 M0 , characteristic radius
Ri = 10 AU, and viscosity parameter a = 10~ 2 . The shaded area labeled "Class
I" represents the approximate range of accretion rates for Class I objects in Taurus
and p Oph, as inferred from Br7 line luminosities (see Chapter 4). The error bars
indicate typical uncertainties in ages from the HR diagram, and typical uncertainties
in accretion rates due to variability. The dotted line marks the approximate accretion
rate below which our models predict no observable broad Ha emission.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary of Results
We have investigated the line emission of young stars, seeking to explain observa-
tions with radiative transfer models of magnetospheric accretion, and using the lines
as quantitative diagnostics of accretion. As a result, we have been able to characterize
the innermost regions of the disks around young stellar objects, revealing the engine
that drives the growth of new stars and the evolution of their circumstellar disks.
We have constructed detailed radiative transfer models of emission line profiles
from magnetically-channeled accretion flows, using an extended Sobolev method. A
multilevel statistical equilibrium treatment was employed in order to calculate self-
consistent models of many different line transitions. Initially, models of hydrogen were
calculated, and compared to observations of CTTS. We found that model Balmer
line fluxes, using a plausible range of physical parameters, were in good agreement
with observations. However, Balmer decrements were found to be smaller on average
than observed, and Ha profiles could not reproduce the extended wings seen in most
CTTS. Using simple slab models, we suggested that additional emission could come
from Stark broadening, an effect which was not included in this first version of the
models. The first calculations of profiles of the infrared line Br7 matched observations
of an embedded protostar, providing evidence for magnetospheric accretion even at
the earliest stages of star formation.
As a database with which to further assess the accretion models, we obtained high-
resolution optical spectra of a sample of CTTS spanning the full range of observed
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accretion activity. Focusing on emission features in the red. we found that many less
optically thick lines, such as O I, the Na D lines, and the Ca II infrared triplet, exhib-
ited profiles consistent with our previous model results. Characteristics including line
widths of several hundred km s"\ central peaks, blueward asymmetry, no blueshifted
wind absorption, and occasional redshifted absorption components strongly suggest
these lines are formed in magnetospheric accretion flows. Some objects with very
high accretion activity do not exhibit such behavior, however, but rather have more
symmetric profiles, often with ubiquitous blueshifted absorption, that may indicate
additional emission sources such as the wind.
One important goal of this thesis was to investigate whether emission lines could
be used as alternate calibrators of the disk mass accretion rate in young stars. The
standard method, measuring the excess luminosity from the hot accretion shock, was
limited in its potential range of applicability (namely, optically visible low-mass stars).
We compared emission line luminosities to previously measured accretion luminosities,
and found that line luminosities were well-correlated with the accretion luminosity
for several lines, including the Ca II infrared triplet lines and the hydrogen infrared
lines Pa/3 and Br7. The infrared diagnostics provided a particularly exciting new tool,
since they could allow the first quantitative determinations of accretion rates in the
optically invisible Class I embedded protostars. We applied the calibration derived
from the CTTS Br7 correlation to previously published Br7 line luminosities, and
obtained the first measures of the accretion luminosity in Class I objects. The results
were of the order found in the CTTS, with Lacc ~ 10% Lbol . This suggested that the
time-averaged disk accretion rate in Class I objects is much smaller than the infall
rate, supporting the idea that short, periodic FU Ori outbursts deliver most of the
gas to the star.
Returning to the radiative transfer models, we added modifications in order to
account for previous discrepancies with observations. We included a new treatment
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of the emergent flux that was able to account for line damping mechanisms such as
Stark broadening, as well as continuum optical depth effects. A comprehensive grid of
model profiles was then constructed, including five hydrogen transitions and the Na
D lines spanning a wide range of gas temperatures, accretion rates, inclinations, and
magnetospheric geometries. Line damping wings produced significant high-velocity
emission at Ha, and to a lesser extent in higher Balmer lines, in much better agreement
with observations than the previous models. Additional models calculated with a
treatment of rotation showed that at typical values of stellar rotation in CTTS, the
line profiles are not significantly affected.
Comparisons to specific objects spanning a wide range of accretion activity showed
that in most cases the models could successfully reproduce the observed emission
profiles features. Blueshifted absorption components cannot be explained without
including a wind outside of the magnetosphere, and true P Cygni Balmer line profiles
in the few objects with extreme accretion activity indicate both absorption and emis-
sion from a wind. We were able to obtain tight constraints on the gas temperature
of the accretion flow, though determining the exact heating mechanism requires a
detailed thermodynamic analysis beyond the scope of this work. In order to explain
observed correlations between line emission and the accretion luminosity, we found
that the size of the emitting region must be correlated with the accretion rate. This
may manifest itself via nonaxisymmetric accretion, where the number and/or width
of discrete funnel flows increases with increasing accretion rate.
Finally, we presented models of the Ha emission in two older (~ 10 Myr) CTTS
in the TW Hya association. The profile models, augmented with shock models for the
UV spectral energy distribution, showed that the accretion rates in the two objects
were 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than typical of the 1 Myr-old CTTS. The decrease
in accretion rates over 10 Myr, as well as the low fraction of TW Hya association
objects still accreting, strongly suggested significant disk evolution, possibly linked
I GO
to planet formation. Given the multiplicity of the Hen 3-600 system, and large
UV excess of TW Hya, these results showed that accretion disks can he surpnsinglv
long-hved in spite of the presence of companions and significant UV ionizing Hnx.
7.2 Future Work
One of the most significant results of this thesis is the discovery of emission line
calibrators of the accretion rate. These calibrators open the door to quantitative
determinations of accretion activity in a much wider range of young objects than
heretofore possible. Results of the TW Hya association presented here are only a first
step towards understanding and characterizing disk evolution. Much more substan-
tial samples of stars in the 10 Myr age range relevant to disk evolution and planet
formation are needed, for which accretion rates can be determined relatively easily
using the diagnostics described here. Similarly, more extensive observations of in-
frared hydrogen emission in embedded protostars are needed to understand accretion
at the earliest phases of star formation, and to also investigate differences/similarities
among clusters. Accretion rates must also be measured for a wider range of stellar
masses in order to ascertain whether the mass of a star has any dependence on the
accretion rate in its disk.
Further observations and modeling of line profiles are necessary to determine the
full range of stellar ages and masses over which magnetospheric accretion occurs.
Our application of the Br7 calibrator for embedded protostars carries the implicit
assumption that the line emission forms in accretion flows. As we have mentioned,
there is some evidence for this, but more comprehensive observations are necessary
for definitive conclusions. Finally, it should be noted that some high-mass pre-main
sequence stars (Herbig Ae/Be stars) appear to exhibit line emission similar to t he
CTTS (e.g. Catala et al. 1999). The possibility that the same accretion processes
IGl
occurring in tow-mass stars may also be present in high-mass stars is intriguing (if
unexpected), and must be further investigated with the tools presented here.
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